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Updated January 2008
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How to get there

Site Address
Paddington Recreation Ground
Randolph Avenue, Maida Vale, W9 1PD.

Tel:

Enquiries 020 7641 3642
Bookings 020 7641 3642
Gym 020 7641 4819

Fax:

020 7328 7033

www.westminster.gov.uk

Directions
By tube-

Nearest Stations are Kilburn Park & Maida Vale (Bakerloo Line)
From Maida Vale, exit the station and walk down Randolph Avenue.
Less than 100 metres is the entrance to Paddington Recreation Ground.
From Kilburn Park, exit the station right, walk past the school and church,
continue through alley way and into the park via the Carton Gate
entrance.

By Bus-

Buses – 16, 16A, 28, 31, 36 & 97

By car-

Car park is situated off Carlton Vale, London, W9
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Plan of the site

From Spring 2008
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Executive Summary

Paddington Recreation Ground (W9) is the largest open space owned and managed by
Westminster City Council, and as such, is critically important to local residents. The park
has a long association with providing recreational facilities for the local community and
was first used for recreational purposes in 1860. It is a popular site, drawing well over 1
million visitors a year and a £3.5 million regeneration programme currently being
undertaken will seek to increase usage even further.

'Informal' areas provide important spaces for recreation including dog walking, jogging
and children's play which are vitally important in such a densely populated location. The
varied range of facilities provides a sporting hub for the local community including a
variety of clubs. Schools regularly use the facilities as part of the curriculum and the
development programmes offer vital exposure to grass roots sport.

Within one kilometre of the ground there are five City Council wards, two London
Borough of Brent wards and two wards within the London Borough of Camden which, in
total account for nearly 100,000 residents, including several areas of high deprivation.

This management plan outlines the history, vision and operational arrangements for the
site. The five-year plan takes account of Green Flag judge feedback (Appendix O),
puts in place a vision and strategic direction for the Ground over the next five years. In
addition to continually improving the sports and recreation provision, this plan highlights
the actions to improve the area ecologically — both for its intrinsic value and also for its
role in providing a source of environmental education for the local community.
It is particularly important that the management plan reflects the needs and feedback of
park users, residents, local stakeholders (eg schools and the police) and staff at the site.
Customer and staff feedback mechanisms ensure key issues are highlighted (through
monthly contract management meetings) and fed into the management plan regularly
and consistently.
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Westminster Open Space Strategy

The Council wants to ensure consistently high standards for all parks and open spaces
across all sites in the City. To address this, an open spaces strategy has been developed.
Land Use Consultants were commissioned to undertake a comprehensive study of all open
space within the boundaries of the City. The Council’s Open Space Strategy is based on
the information and analysis in the Study document, which will include associated working
documents, including an Action Plan for each of Westminster’s open spaces. This will feed
6

into the management of these spaces, and will guide the Management Plans for all the
City’s Green Flag sites, including, in particular, Paddington Recreation Ground.

This management plan for Paddington Recreation Ground seeks to address the long term
objectives and aspirations of the wider Open Spaces strategy at a local level.
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Formal Statements

SITE INFORMATION AND HISTORY
Area

27 acres

Ownership

Westminster City Council, Parks and Leisure Group
64 Victoria Street,
London, SW1E 6QP

Management

Facility maintained by:
Cannons Leisure Management.
Vista Landscape Management.

Date of Acquisition

1893

Previous owners and
management
Access

1. The Parish of Paddington
2. Paddington Borough Council
Five main entrance points.

Designations and Data

Designated a non-statutory Site of Local Importance for Nature
Conservation (SINC) by the London Ecology Unit (LEU) in 1995.

Area Plans

•
•
•
•
•
•

Grant Schemes

As a registered charity Paddington Recreation Ground
(PRG) can apply for grant aid from the City Council and
numerous Charitable Trusts including the New
Opportunities Fund

Restraints

Owing to the large area utilised for recreational activities
there is limited scope for the development of significant wildlife
areas.

Westminster City Plan
One City Plan
The City Council's Unitary Development Plan
Biodiversity Action Plan
Open Space Strategy
Environment & Leisure Business Plan

DESCRIPTION AND FORMAL STATUS:
The Ground has formal status as a recreation ground as in 1893 an Act of Parliament
enabled the Vestry of Paddington to officially acquire the Ground to "provide the
residents with a public recreational ground" (PRG Act 1893). In addition to this the
Ground has Charitable status, with an ability to raise funds for any "public recreational"
purpose.

It is cited in the 1995 LEU Nature Conservation Survey of Westminster as a Site of Local
Importance. Certainly for the surrounding schools and residents it is the most important
site as it is used as a field study centre by the schools and local community groups.

Since the Second World War much of the Ground has undergone massive remodelling
to further increase usage at the site. Though many features have changed over the
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years the site itself remains intact, and is enjoyed as much now as it was when it was
first created.

The Pavilion, built in 1888, is still in excellent condition – it houses a gym and several
meeting rooms, a far cry from its original use as a refreshment pavilion and grand stand.

The band stand, in the south west corner of the Ground is as it has been since the
Ground was first created, and is the only feature of the Ground to remain unchanged in
over 100 years.

MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS
The ground is managed under a detailed service specification and action plan to ensure
high standards are achieved and that services meet the needs of the local community.

USAGE OF THE GROUNDS
Over 95,000 people enjoyed the sports facilities at the Ground during the period
April 2006 - March 2007 which included nearly 30,000 visits from school pupils. As
expected, the usage for the full year for formal sports activities was less than the
previous year which is due to the extensive programme of replacement and
improvement works for the sports facilities. A full breakdown of user figures can be
found in Appendix K.

In addition to the sporting facilities provided, the Ground is extremely popular with casual
visitors. Having a quiet area to sit and relax is an important part of any inner city open
space, this is especially so for Paddington due to its high population and traffic density.
The people counter system tracks ‘casual’ use at the park and we estimate that over 1
million will have visited Paddington Recreation Ground by the end of the year.
LEGAL, OWNERSHIP, OCCUPANCY, ACCESS AND DESIGNATIONS:
In 1893 the Paddington Recreation Act was passed; this authorised the acquisition,
preservation and management of lands in the Parish of Paddington for the purposes of a
recreation ground. In 1896 the Ground established a Charitable Trust under the name of
Paddington Recreation Ground (PRG), this charity is governed by the aforementioned
Act. The Ground is owned by Westminster City Council. The entire facility is maintained
by `Cannons Leisure Management' with `Vista Landscape Management' subcontracted
to perform the grounds maintenance and site security. The Ground has a Cafe situated
within it, with catering supplied by Cafe Verona.
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LAND USE AND LANDSCAPE HISTORY:
The Ground was first used for recreational purposes in 1860 when the first cricket pitch
was laid down by the local church. Surrounding land was joined to the pitch in 1887 and
the area (as is defined today) was formerly opened to the public in 1888. In 1893 an Act
of Parliament enabled the Vestry of Paddington to officially acquire the Ground to
"provide the residents with a public recreational ground". The Pavilion was built in 1888
but it is not a scheduled or listed building, though being a part of Maida Vale it is subject
to the "Conservation Area" status that surrounds the area. The Ground also has
charitable status.

The Church Parish of Paddington originally owned the Ground when it was procured by
Paddington Borough Council. Since then (except during World War Two) its use has
been primarily recreational, though the facilities available have varied.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS:
The Council has committed to an exciting and extensive
regeneration programme at the park, investing 50% of
the £3.5 million total project costs. The entire
regeneration programme will protect, enhance, and
develop the park's facilities whilst retaining and
extending its park land features, attracting more visitors
and a wider community base. Phase 1 of this
programme is now completed resulting in significantly
improved outdoor sports and play facilities including:
•

New hockey fencing and improvements to the
athletics track were completed in May 2006

•

Six new tennis courts and one multi use court were
completed in July 06

•

An excellent new play area was completed and
opened in July 06

•

A new full size, floodlit, ‘tiger turf’ football/ hockey
pitch was completed in August 2006

•

New cricket net facilities completed in January 2007

•

New 5-a-side Astroturf pitches completed in February 2007

Phase 1 works have been extremely well received by park users and have significantly
improved the outdoor facilities. Phase 2 of the regeneration project will be undertaken
between 2007 and 2009 and will include:
10

•

New Environmental Area - a large-scale project to increase the ecological value of
the park, increasing visitors' access to nature in the new 3,400m2 area. New
woodland, open water, reedbed, hedgerows, dead wood and wildflower meadow
habitats will be created and sensitively managed, making a significant contribution to
related action plan targets. A demonstration area and ecology centre will provide the
hub for environmental education led by dedicated staff and trained educators. This
wildlife-rich area will act as an outdoor classroom for local groups. A plan of the new
area is shown as Appendix I. Works are due to commence in March 2008.

•

An Extension to the Pavilion- which includes complete refurbishment of the existing
building and doubling the size of the changing accommodation which is vital in
supporting increasing visitor numbers. The extension will also create a fully
accessible education facility for clubs, groups and schools. Works have commenced
and are due to complete in August 2008.

•

An Extension to the Café building- refurbishing the current facility and creating new
health and fitness facilities. Planned to take place in 2009/10

•

New Tennis Facilities- the conversion of the under-utilised bowling green will create
3 new floodlit synthetic tennis courts and a mini-tennis area to further develop grass
roots tennis. Works are planned to take place in 2008/09 following a £90,000
funding award from the Marathon Trust and pending applications with Sport England
and the Lawn Tennis Association to support revenue programmes.

•

Signage- consultants 'Holmes Wood' have been engaged to propose a complete rebranding of the park to include 'wayfinding', information boards and nature trail &
heritage interpretation to help visitors to better understand the sites history and
current areas of interest. Works are due for completion in April 2008.

•

Infrastructure improvements. A series of improvements to pathways and fencing will
take place in 2008/09 through the council’s capital investment programme.
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Purpose, Vision, Aims & Objectives

PURPOSE OF PADDINGTON RECREATION GROUND
Paddington Recreation Ground is Westminster's largest and principal park occupying a
beautiful 27-acre site in Maida Vale in the north west of the City. It has an enviable range
and mix of facilities and services that are heavily used by local residents and visitors
alike with over 1 million users annually.

The purpose of the site is to provide extensive sports facilities and high quality
informal recreational and play activities in a surrounding of horticultural
excellence.

Set in a tranquil park setting, the facilities are complimented with onsite catering
provided from a centrally located cafe. The central feature of the park is a traditional park
pavilion overlooking the 'village green area’ cricket pitch. The pavilion also houses a
health and fitness centre as well as all the changing accommodation facilities for the
park. The park has a comprehensive security presence enhanced by CCTV monitoring
from 27 cameras across the site in order to help minimise anti-social behaviour.

In committing to a long-term publicly consulted management plan for the park, the
already high quality facilities are being further enhanced with a number of facility,
operational and ecological enhancements.

The enhanced management plan seeks to build on the progress and investment made to
date and to ensure service standards and facilities continue to improve. The plan is
continually updated and takes account of Green Flag judge feedback (Appendix O).
High service standards are achieved through an integrated approach and building strong
relationships between ‘client’ teams, contractors, external partners and the community.
A detailed management structure is provided in Section 15.

Following a programme of extensive consultation, regeneration in the site continues with
an investment of over £3.5 million from 2006/07- 2008/09. Not only are sports pitches,
changing facilities, cricket nets, floodlighting and showering facilities to be improved, but
also the addition of a new ecological environmental area for school children is proposed.

It’s an exciting time for Paddington Recreation Ground and its users!
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VISION:
"To develop Paddington Recreation Ground as a beacon of the successful integration of
sports, recreation and wildlife in London"
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
Aim1 - To increase the number of visitors to the Ground and enhance the visitor
experience.
Objectives
• To increase the number of visitors to the Ground, both "active" (i.e. those who use
the sports facilities) and "passive" by 5% over the next five years.
• To remain responsive to customer needs through the development of effective
customer feedback system initiatives.
• Further develop effective activity and event programme reviews and a marketing
strategy, which is attractive to the whole community and reflects the new facility
provision.
Aim 2- To provide high quality, cost effective and customer responsive leisure and
horticultural features.
Objectives
• To retain the Quality Assurance Standards including ISO9001:2000 (a customer
service based award year on year) a n d Green Flag Award, increasing the ‘band
score’ year on year
• To invest in innovative capital development programmes to enhance facilities and
meet changing community needs and environmental demands.
Aim 3- To ensure equality of access to sporting and recreational opportunities for all
people, in particular, removing barriers that prevent participation.
Objectives
• To ensure the site facilities are accessible and suitable for people with disabilities.
• To increase the number of young (under 1 9 ) and elderly (over 60 years old) local
residents who visit the Ground by 5% over the next five years.
Aim 4- To continue to ensure the park remains safe, clean and aesthetically pleasing
for users.
Objectives
• To ensure an appropriate level of revenue investment to enhance services and
standards.
• To continue to ensure all specified service standards are achieved at all times
• To continue to address anti-social behaviour in a co-ordinated and effective manner
• To further improve the horticultural features of the park
Aim 5- To increase the Ground’s designation from a Site of Local Importance to a Site
of Borough Importance for Nature Conservation.
Objectives
• To enhance the ecological value of the Ground through imaginative habitat creation
and effective habitat management.
• To work as a member of the Westminster Biodiversity Partnership delivering targets in
the Westminster Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP).
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Action Plan for Paddington Recreation Ground (PRG)

The delivery of the following action plan is monitored through monthly contract meetings with achievement measured against the monitoring mechanisms
detailed in Section 15. For 2007, the a Red, Amber Green (RAG) status is used to provide an indication of the status of the project. Red= significant
project delays of postponement, Amber= ongoing or due or completion in 07/08 and green= completed.
Projects/ actions with a RED flag will either be addressed in the following year or a note at the foot of the plan will be provided.
Task:
Aim 1- To increase the number of visitors to the Ground and
enhance the visitor experience
Devise and implement an annual marketing plan for the site to
ensure users and the wider community are informed of new
facilities, activities and events.
To launch a PRG newsletter and circulate quarterly.

To include PRG in wider publications (eg the Westminster
Reporter, Council's website and local newspapers) to ensure
facilities and activities remain high profile.
To work with the Westminster Sports Unit (WSU) to develop
hockey, tennis, cricket and football at foundation, participation and
performance level.
Review, plan and implement an annual football and sports
development plans (shown as Appendix H), which seeks to build
usage and attract new user groups.
Events programme- to provide three community events per annum
which seek to attract a wide audience to the park. To include:
• Jazz Bands on the Bandstand
• Sports development day
• Regular ‘open days’

Work type:

Resp.

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

Marketing

Cannons

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Marketing

Cannons

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Marketing

Cannons/
WCC

1st
newsletter
published
June 06
Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Programming

Cannons

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Programming

Cannons

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Programming

Cannons

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing
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Task:

Work type:

Resp.

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

Marketing

WCC

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Marketing/
Customer
Service
Marketing/
Customer
Service

Cannons/
Vista

Thorough
review
completed
by
November
07
Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Energy Efficiency Projects- implement a range of smaller scale
energy efficiency projects to reduce utility consumption at the site.

Infrastructure

WCC

Borehole feasibility- undertake a study to assess the feasibility /
opportunity for a borehole installation to reduce associated utility
costs.
To introduce an on-site composting facility to recycle green waste .

Infrastructure

WCC

Horticulture/
Infrastructure
Customer
Service

Vista

Completed
by Aug 07

Cannons

Group
formed by
July 07

Programming

Cannons

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Marketing

Cannons

Completed
by Oct 07.

Aim 2- To provide high quality, cost effective and customer
responsive leisure and horticultural features
Review all fees and charges annually, benchmarking with
neighbouring boroughs and competitors. To specifically ensure
that target groups (residents, Westminster schools, clubs and
Westminster Sports Unit), benefit from discounts, which result in
prices below the average for other London authorities.
Implement customer feedback mechanisms to ensure all services
remain responsive to customer needs. To specifically include
undertaking an annual user survey.
‘Opinion meter’- to undertake two electronic surveys to measure
customer satisfaction/ priorities/ demographic breakdown etc

To establish a Friends Group at the park including a balance of key
users and stakeholders to assist in improving the park
management
Aim 3- To ensure equality of access to sporting and
recreational opportunities for all people, in particular, removing
barriers that prevent participation
Develop the existing tennis and cricket programmes to generate a
5% year on year increase in usage.
Undertake a consultation with surrounding schools and community
groups identifying any barriers to participation. Implement actions
where necessary.
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Cannons

To
commence
Summer
07
To be
completed
by Mar 08
Feasibility
completed
by Nov 07

Task:

Work type:

Resp.

Marketing

WCC

Infrastructure
/ Marketing

WCC/
Cannons

To appoint a Community Football Co-ordinator post to develop
sport in the community, using PRG as a ‘hub’ site.

Programming

WCC/
Cannons

To achieve and maintain membership and registration to the Lawn
Tennis Association (LTA) to further enhance the quality of coaching
and increase access to grass roots tennis, in particular for
youngsters. To include the appointment of a Head Tennis Coach
position to improve co-ordination and development.
Cricket- To establish a resident club at the site and providing
regular sessions, in particular for girls, in partnership with (but not
exclusive to) Hampstead Cricket Club.

Programming

Cannons

Programming

Cannons

Work experience placements- to work in partnership with
Groundwork West London to provide 13 week placements for
Groundwork trainees.
To review the closing times at the site with a particular view to
extend weekend opening

Horticulture

Vista

Ongoing

Customer
Service

WCC

Review
completed
by Spring
07.

To investigate opportunities to ‘signpost’ local walking routes/
walking groups near to the park.

Programming

WCC

National Benchmark Survey (NBS)- undertake the NBS to identify
key issues surrounding user groups, customer satisfaction and
identify demographic gaps in usage.
Review recommendations and plan actions resulting from the
Council’s Access Audit and Equality Impact Assessment to
minimise barriers to participation.

Aim 4- To ensure the park remains safe, clean and aesthetically
pleasing for users
Capital Regeneration works programme:
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2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Completed
by Sept 08
Actions
identified
and
planned by
Sept 07
Post
appointed
by Aug 07.
Registratio
n achieved
with post
appointed
by May 07.
Club to be
established
by March
08
Ongoing

Addressed
by March
09

Task:

Work type:

Resp.

2007/08

Environmental Area & Education facility

Infrastructure

WCC

Pavilion building- complete works to extend the changing
accommodation, create a resource / club facility and refurbish the
current facility.
Signage and interpretation- install new scheme and ‘wayfinding’

Infrastructure

WCC

Completed
by
Summer
07
Completed
by Feb 08

Infrastructure

WCC

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

Infrastructure

WCC

Horticulture

Vista

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Sustainability

WCC/
Vista

Installed by
May 07

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Horticulture

Vista

Carlton
Gate
Entrance

Essendine
Gate
Entrance

Morshead
Gate
Entrance

Randolf
Gate
Entrance

Grandtully
Gate
Entrance

Horticulture

WCC/
Vista

Revenue
additional
works
schemes ongoing

Revenue
additional
works
schemes ongoing

Revenue
additional
works
schemes ongoing

Revenue
additional
works
schemes ongoing

Café area- remodel seating area to create an additional separate
area for dog walkers.

Infrastructure
/ Horticulture

WCC

Fence replacement- undertake a phased annual fence replacement
programme, to replace all wooden fencing with bow top to improve
visual appearance/ maintenance.
Pathways- introduce low-level fencing or brick paving and planing
at pathway junctions where grass fails to establish.

Infrastructure

WCC

£5-10k
scheme
completed
by Spring
07
Works to
be
completed
by Spring
07
Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Infrastructure
/ Horticulture

WCC/
Vista

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Café Extension- extend the café facility to provide enhanced fitness
facilities.
Lawn edging- reinstate and maintain all worn grass lawn areas,
particularly by the pathways
To introduce paper recycling facilities, particularly focusing on the
summer months.
To undertake a programme of works to improve the visual
appearance of the entrances. Works completed by the Spring of
each year.
Undertake planting scheme to ‘soften’ new facilities and improve
the visual appearance.
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2008/09

Completed
by Jun 07
Completed
by Mar 09

Task:

Work type:

Resp.

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

Pathways- consider the use of rubber crumb to improve the visual
appearance and condition of lawn areas, particularly next to
pathways.

Horticulture

WCC/
Vista

Infrastructure

WCC

To be
completed
by Spring
07
Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Infrastructure

WCC

Horticulture

WCC

Survey
undertaken
by Aug 07
& solutions
planned
Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Horticulture
Infrastructure

WCC
WCC

Ongoing
£20k

Ongoing
£20k

Ongoing
£15k

Ongoing

Ongoing

Horticulture

WCC

Environmental

WCC

Phase 1
of Env
Area
complete

Phase 2
of Env
Area
complete

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Environmental

WCC

-

Ecology
Centre
complete

Education
activities
ongoing

Education
activities
ongoing

Education
activities
ongoing

Pathway repairs- implement a rolling programme of path repairs
and improvements
Drainage- investigate opportunities to further improve the site
drainage, focusing on pathways and areas worst affected

Tree planting programme- implement annual tree planting
programme. Specifically seek to soften new buildings/ facilities and
address longer term issues with the ageing London plane trees.
Tree pruning as per the tree management programme.
CCTV- enhance the CCTV system to ensure all areas of the park
are kept under surveillance.
Dog areas- review the use of dog areas with a view to creating
more ‘quiet’ and habitat friendly zones
Aim 5- To increase the Ground’s designation from a Site of Local
Importance to a Site of Borough Importance for Nature
Conservation
Create and manage wildlife habitats as part of a new environmental
area. Establish:
• Native wildflower areas
• Pond with native pond and marginal vegetation
• Woodland and woodland glade
• Native species hedgerows
• Decaying wood loggeries
Develop an ecology centre as a hub for environmental education
activities
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Review
completed
by Spring
09

Task:

Work type:

Resp.

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

Maintain good quality ecological data to inform park management
decisions
Maintain and increase the extent of native wildflower planting
across the Ground by:
• Introducing three wildflower meadow areas
• Planting bulbs of known native stock
(as per Landlife’s specifications, Nov ‘06)

Environmental

WCC

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Environmental

Vista/
WCC

Plant and manage sensitively a large native species hedgerow
(tennis court boundary)
Retain and increase the ivy cladding of trees and vertical
structures.
• Plant climbers, i.e. ivy, to provide vertical habitats as shelter for
birds and nectar and sunspots for insects. Ivy on trees should
be retained unless there is a real danger of the weight causing
the tree to fall (an assessment to be made by the Park Manager
in consultation with the Council Tree Officer).
Maintain and enhance the cover and structural diversity of trees
and shrubs.
• Plant native hedgerow and shrub species with nectar-rich
flowers and berries as a food source for birds and invertebrates
and as cover for nesting birds.
Increase area of decaying wood habitat by keeping felled timber on
site and retain standing dead wood where possible and where
there is no risk to human safety.
Erect and maintain bird boxes.
• Erect (woodcrete) and maintain bird-nesting boxes out of direct
sunlight at least 2m above the ground, facing south-east if
possible.
Reduce both green and general waste levels by 1% per annum.
Monitor through waste/ utilities monitor.
Ensure greater use of mulches.

Environmental

Vista/
WCC
Vista/
WCC

Area 1 Seeded
and bulbs
planted
by Winter
07
Complete

Area 2Seeded
and bulbs
planted
by Winter
08
-

Area 3 –
Seeded
and bulbs
planted
by Winter
09
-

-

-

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Environmental

Environmental

Vista

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Environmental

Vista/
WCC

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Environmental

Vista

Ongoing
JanMarch

Ongoing
JanMarch

Ongoing
JanMarch

Ongoing
JanMarch

Ongoing
JanMarch

Environmental

Vista

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Environmental

Vista

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing
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A Welcoming Place

The five entrances provide convenient access to the park and all are fully accessible for
all users. Specific plans to improve aspects of the visual appearance of the entrances
are planned to provide more appealing access, including re-modelling coach parking for
schools and groups.

New signage, ‘wayfinding’ and interpretation boards will be installed in 2008 to better
inform users of byelaw’s, facilities and new initiatives. A fully staffed reception facility
ensures visitors are personally welcomed and a variety of information on the updated
website ensures the facility is welcoming and accessible off site.

SITE FACILITIES
The Ground is home to a variety of sporting and other recreational features including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 lane synthetic running track.
1 full sized synthetic water based football/hockey pitch with floodlights.
1 full sized synthetic ‘Tiger Turf’ football/hockey pitch.
2 Astroturf 5-a-side/ netball pitches with floodlights
1 village green comprising one synthetic cricket wicket with surrounding grass
outfield.
4 synthetic cricket nets.
6 macadam surface tennis courts & 1 multi-sports court
6 synthetic sand filled tennis courts with floodlights.
1 six rink bowling green with pavilion containing two changing areas, a small kitchen
and communal area.

In addition to the sports facilities, there are a number of play and quiet recreation areas:
• A new play area
• A rose garden, a Japanese ornamental garden and a "knot" garden
• A bandstand.
• Three separate dog exercise areas.
• A bowling clubhouse
• A pavilion containing reception area and offices, four large changing rooms, two
small changing rooms, four toilets, a first aid room, a fitness room and a general
purpose room.
• A centrally located café
• A resident play group
• Maintenance depot
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Clean and Well Maintained

OVERVIEW
The grounds, buildings and infrastructure are owned by the Council and included in the
corporate asset register. Landlord responsibilities and annual maintenance schedules
are delivered together (by the client and contractor) and condition surveys help to inform
the capital programme provision. Operational management is the responsibility of the
main contractor (Cannons) and sub-contractor for maintenance and security (Vista
Landscapes).

Site Inspection
A daily inspection is made of all areas of the park by the grounds maintenance
contractor (Vista Landscapes Management) and comments and defects recorded on a
PRG Inspection Checklist (shown as Appendix J) covering such items as fencing,
gates, graffiti, sports surfaces etc. The main contractor (Cannons) also have in place
check sheets (shown as Appendix J) which are completed by the Duty Manager (DM)
throughout the day. Regular client inspections (by both Leisure Contracts Managers and
Parks Managers) ensure any issues concerning service standards are identified and
addressed and longer term action plans are implemented.

Sweeping and cleaning
The Grounds Maintenance contractor is responsible for ensuring that the grounds are
maintained free from the accumulation of leaves, litter, general rubbish and faeces
(dogs) irrespective of its source. The footpaths, roads, paved areas, tarmac pitches and
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edgings shall be thoroughly and regularly swept as well as any areas under fence lines
and park benches. Any weeds growing within these areas must be removed.

The following standard applies:
1. Litter is cleared initially at 7:30 am each day and as when required thereafter (with an
aim of keeping the park littler free at all times).
2. All sports surfaces and hard surfaces are blown and swept each day
3. Dog bins are emptied at least once a day and as required thereafter. Faeces should
be removed from an area of the park as required.

Quiet Garden with the Boy Scouts Memorial - Paddington Recreation Ground

HORTICULTURAL MANAGEMENT:
An example of a grounds maintenance works programme is shown as Appendix M.

General
The works described in this section are to be executed in a manner that enhances the
City Council’s reputation for high horticultural and grounds maintenance standards. In
general what is required is the best horticultural practice and the creation and
maintenance of visually pleasing horticultural features.
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Use of Pesticides
The City Council’s policy is that pesticides should only be used where other cultural or
environmental solution are proved not to work. In short, pesticides are only to be used as
a last result and the following procedure must be followed.
The term pesticide covers all herbicides, insecticides, wormicides, algaecides,
fumigants, preservatives and similar products.

All pesticides used shall have been approved under the Control of Pesticides
Regulations 1986 or amendments. Pesticides shall be used only for those purposes as
stated on the labels and used in ways, which conform to all statutory regulations. In
relation to this only those persons with appropriate certificates of competence will be
allowed to mix and apply pesticides. The City Council's current policy prohibits use of
certain pesticides: See Appendix C. Casuron and Fydulan must not be applied to tree
bases.

The following information must be recorded by whoever is applying the Pesticides.
•
•
•
•
•

The areas to be sprayed
Name, active ingredients and application rates of chemical
Safety measures
Recommended time of application both from a horticultural point of view and health
and safety point of view
Method of application.

Prior to applying a pesticide to any area, signs must be erected to warn the public of
pesticide operations as required by the Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986 of the
Food and Environment Protection Act 1985. The notices will make it clear that only
approved pesticides are being used.

Pesticides must not be used if members of the public are nearby. The operative is
responsible for keeping the public away during application and for as long after
application as may be necessary, taping off areas as appropriate. Under no
circumstances must items connected with the spraying operation, e.g. pesticides,
sprayers, empty containers, be left unattended. When not in use all such items should
be returned to a safe secure store, away from the site and members of the public.

The operative has full responsibility for any damage caused by the misapplication of
pesticides and any such damage will be fully re-instated or replaced to the complete
satisfaction of the City Council. The Operative shall complete a pesticides application
record sheet each time pesticides are applied.
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Lawns
Lawns and other grass areas will be maintained to the standard and in an
environmentally friendly way wherever possible.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)

The maximum height allowed prior to cutting is 65mm and the minimum height
allowed after cutting is 20mm
All litter, debris and heavy falls of leaves shall be collected and removed prior to
cutting
All grass shall be cut evenly and cleanly without damage to the existing surface
Flower spikes of grasses which may occur during periods of extended drought will
be removed
All grass shall be normally mown in parallel straight lines so that lawns are left
with a neat and tidy appearance. A high visual standard is required
All grass should be cut with the minimum of overlap and produce alternate bands
of light and dark green
No skidding, “balding” or the effects of fast turns
No compaction of areas of fine turf after rain
All risings shall be boxed off whatever type of mower is used and shall be
removed from site
No damage to plants in surrounding areas and ensure that grass clippings do not
land on surrounding areas
Bulbs shall not be mown over
No margins or areas adjacent to obstacles shall be left unmown
Mowing will take place over all areas of grass on the site up to paving, fencing and
other boundaries or obstacles

The use of rotary mowers should be restricted to areas where they will not cause injury
or damage to people or buildings. All staff must be familiar with and adhere to the
Codes of Practice relating to mowers and the safe storage and handling of
petroleum/spirit diesel oil and Standard Operating Procedures for individual makes of
mowers.
Grass growth must not be controlled by chemical retardants or inhibitors.

Bedding Displays
Westminster sets a high standard for its bedding displays. This high standard can only
be achieved with a high degree of craftsmanship and attention to detail. Bedding
displays are maintained to the following standards and wherever possible in an
environmentally friendly way. The City Councils contractors are required to reduce the
use of peat in bedding compost whenever the opportunity arises to do so.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

All beds and containers in one site cleared of plants, weeds, organic matter and
debris prior to cultivation or replanting
Grass edges to beds trimmed prior to cultivation and redefined as necessary
Edges of cultivated area within the bed shall be evenly sloped to create angled
gullies.
Surface of soil must be level and evenly consolidated
Beds and containers left superficially tidy between preparation and planting and
surrounding area kept free of debris throughout
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(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)

Beds and containers laid out as shown in plans submitted
Beds and containers watered thoroughly to ensure establishment of plants as
necessary
Plants to be healthy and true to type in full flower, free of pests or diseases
Plants to be secured
Free of litter and debris
Keep weed free and plants to be deadheaded regularly as required. All arisings to
be collected and disposed of as work progresses
No damage to plants due to wilting or over-watering
No damage to soil or appearance of bed or container due to watering

Manure and fertiliser may need to be added to the soil to achieve these high standards.
These are added according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Before and after planting,
protection against pests and diseases may be necessary and they will be supplied and
applied to all necessary materials in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations. Enough water to ensure that plants establish and do not wilt will be
supplied. Fertiliser may need to be applied to the beds throughout the year. This should
be applied according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Roses, Shrubberies, Other Perennial Planting
Shrubs and roses are generally to be pruned in accordance with the cultural techniques
set out for different shrub species in “Pruning and Training of Plants" by David Joyce,
published by Mitchell Beazley 1994. The Standard is specified as:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

Pruning will be carried out as necessary to maintain a high visual appearance.
Climbing plants shall be pruned, trained and tied in.
Pruning should ensure that subsequent re-growth produces a natural, attractive
visual effect.
All shrubs/rose bushes to have a uniform tidy appearance
Each shrub will be pruned in accordance with correct practices for that species
All dead wood shall be pruned out and all dead heads removed
All cuts shall be clean with no jagged, broken wood or torn bark in evidence
All beds shall be raked and all arisings removed from beds and surrounding areas
All roses will be dead headed not less than weekly from the time individual blooms
lose their petals
All waste from pruning will be either bagged or stacked neatly and placed in an
approved position ready for removal on the same day as the operation.

Where shrubs overlap hard areas, growth will be allowed until it restricts use of that area
or needs pruning back. Where shrubs overlap grass border edges, the encroaching
growth will be pruned back only so far as to allow free passage to the mower.
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MANAGEMENT OF THE FABRIC AND ASSETS OF THE GARDENS

Overview of Management of Infrastructure
The City Councils Contractor (Cannons) has general responsibility to ensure that all
facilities in general use are inspected twice daily to ensure their safe and serviceable
condition. Any damaged facilities or equipment should be immediately made safe or
removed from service until repaired. The Contractor is required to carry out a program
of planned preventative maintenance (PPM), shown as Appendix L.

Decoration
The Contractor (Cannons) is required to submit a schedule of internal and external
redecoration in order to maintain a high standard of appearance throughout the
Contract period.

Lighting, Security Surveillance Equipment and CCTV Camera’s
The Contractor (Cannons) is required to ensure that all lamps, security equipment,
cameras and lights at the Park, whether internal or external, are maintained in working
order. Any maintenance shall be effected as soon as practicable, any failed equipment,
lamp, light or bulb is replaced by the Contractor at his own expense as soon as is
practicable and in any case within 24 hours of the failure occurring.

Internal Cleaning
All internal areas are cleaned on a regular basis to the minimum standards in order to
maintain high standards of presentation and hygiene. The Contractor (Cannons) is
required to submit a cleaning regime which demonstrates the process by which it is
planned to maintain a high standard of cleanliness. The Contractor shall ensure that all
relevant codes of practice and controlling legislation, including the Health and Safety at
Work Act 1974 are adhered to.

Graffiti Removal
The City Council believes that to create an environment where users feel safe and
secure it is necessary to remove all graffiti as it arises. To ensure this, the grounds
maintenance contractor is required to remove all graffiti as and when it appears within 48
hours. To support this, the City Council also has an anti graffiti and fly poster removal
group who can be called upon if the GM contractor is unable to remove the graffiti.

Graffiti removal where possible must be carried out using environmentally acceptable
products that do not cause harm to either the operator or users of the gardens.
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Accessibility:
The Ground is accessible from five entrances and is only a few hundred yards from Maida Vale and
Kilburn Park Underground Stations. As such it is extremely popular with residents of both the local
community and neighbouring areas.

A Disability Discrimination Act (DDA 1995) audit was undertaken in 2004 for the site, to
assess accessibility including public transport and parking facilities. Appropriate works
were carried out in accordance with this Audit and further works will be carried out during
the re-generation works to ensure all facilities are fully accessible.

Benches
The garden has Park Benches available for the use of the public. Benches are teak oiled
on a 3 to 4 year cycle with repairs undertaken as and when required.

CCTV System:
To enhance security, CCTV cameras were installed in 1999. Since their introduction
reported incidents of crime have fallen by 80%. The facility management work closely
with the Maida Vale Sector Police, Civic Watch Group, City Guardians, Street
Environment Managers and dedicated security staff.

Dog Policy:
The dog policy requirements are detailed in the by laws for the site. Essentially dogs are
permitted ‘off the lead’ in all dog exercising areas, the village green open spaces and
pathways throughout the park. Dogs must remain on leads in all indoor areas, sports
facilities, the play area and quiet gardens.
Security patrol staff will supervise these standards at all times and will involve the police
should any dog owner fail to uphold these requirements.
An Animal Warden will also visit the site 5 days a week to educate dog owners and take
feedback on any particular issues (eg dangerous dogs)
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Playground

The new playground has been designed in consultation with the local residents and
users of Paddington Recreation Ground. The new Playground is centrally located,
adjacent to the Pavilion and has been extremely well received by users.

The Playground is inspected both annually and quarterly by an independent inspector.

All children’s playground equipment and safety surfacing is inspected for safety each
morning before the areas are opened to the public. All equipment is individually
inspected to check for safe operation and safe use and that there has been no acts of
vandalism overnight that might cause injury to any user (in accordance with BS EN
1176 / 1177). Any faults must be recorded and the equipment put out of action and
made secure until such time that required works have been carried out to repair the
equipment. Records of such inspections must be kept.

TREE MANAGEMENT PLAN
A generic tree management plan is attached to this document detailing the City Councils
approach to tree management throughout its Parks, Gardens and Open Spaces. It is
intended in the coming years that this along with the Open Space Strategy be the basis of
all management plans for the Parks, Gardens and Open Spaces located within the City
Council’s boundaries.

All the site trees are digitally recorded on GIS and have an annual planned maintenance
programme applied.
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Conservation and Heritage

Paddington Recreation Ground is located within Conservation Area which is highly
valued by local residents and visitors alike. This status carries implications for tree
protection, tighter control on building alterations and generally a high level of scrutiny
with regards development. The Council is committed to ensuring green space within the
park is protected and the regeneration programme relating to the development of sports
facilities does not impact on the existing green spaces within the site.

CULTURAL AND SPORTING HERITAGE
The site boasts a rich sporting heritage and has along history of attracting and facilitating
high quality sporting use. Plans are in place to better communicate this heritage through
a display in the reception area of the new Pavilion building once completed in the
Summer 2008.

BIODIVERSITY
Status:
Although the site does not contain any rare species, it does contain some that are "in
decline" (according to the Red Data Book), it also contains a good range of trees and
shrubs of a maturity that appeals to a number of bird species (Appendix D).

During 1995, London Ecology Unit (LEU) carried out a nature conservation survey of the
city and selected the Ground as a non-statutory Site of Local Importance for Nature
Conservation (SINC), i.e. one that is of particular value for nearby residents or schools.
Sites of Local Importance are of particular significance in built up areas, where access to
other wildlife sites may be limited. In Westminster, all Sites of Importance for Nature
Conservation are designated on the proposals map in the Unitary Development Plan.

In 2002 and 2006, habitat and protected species surveys were commissioned by the City
Council and further confirm that the Ground "supports some valuable areas of wildlife
habitat, especially in an Inner London context".

The Ground is the focus of action to improve its status for biodiversity and has been
identified by the Westminster Biodiversity Partnership (WBP) as a local priority habitat.
In 2007, new biodiversity objectives are due to be developed by members of the WBP as
part of a Parks, Squares and Amenity Grassland Habitat Action Plan (HAP) (see below
for further details).
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Due to its limited value for nature conservation, the Ground currently falls within an Area
of Wildlife Deficiency (AoD) identified by the Greater London Authority (GLA) and
adopted by the City Council. This means that people living in the area have to travel
further than one kilometre to experience nature. As a result, the Ground is a priority site
for biodiversity enhancement.

Biological Communities:
In the 1995 report LEU identified the major habitats as mature trees, amenity grass,
native scrub/hedgerow and flowerbeds. A more recent Phase 2 habitat survey revealed
that, due to their planted origin and artificial mix of species, most of the habitats within
the Ground are not readily referable to the National Vegetation Classification. The
exceptions are the areas of amenity grassland, which belong to the MG7f Lolium
perenne — Poa pratensis grassland community. There are also some limited areas of
weedy vegetation and under scrub which belong to other NVC communities.

Flora and Fauna:
The planting regime in the Ground represents a mosaic of different species both native
and non-native trees and shrubs.

The 1995 LEU report stated that:
"The Ground illustrates how sensitive landscaping around an open space designed
primarily for sporting use can contribute natural history value to an otherwise
ecologically impoverished area. The retention of features such as old hedges, low
growing wildflowers and mature trees help to compensate for the loss of feeding
habitat for birds such as gulls and thrushes".

In their 1995 report, the Biodiversity Challenge UK Steering Group identified several
species that were in national decline, these included dunnock, kestrel and blackbirds, all
of which have been recorded in or around the Ground.

ENVIRONMENTAL AREA
As part of the City Council’s commitment to encouraging biodiversity and environmental
awareness, an environmental area is intended for Paddington Recreation Ground in a
corner of the park that is currently not publicly accessible.

This is an opportunity to create a fantastic resource for the local community. In a dense
urban environment there is often little scope for developing habitats for wildlife. This
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proposal aims to provide not only a designated wildlife area, but also a space devoted to
environmental education.

A plan of the new Environmental Area is shown as Appendix I.

The proposed location for this facility is the north-west corner of the Ground, where a
substantial area of unused land will be brought back into public use. It encompasses the
old playground (now relocated closer to the pavilion) and part of the maintenance yard.
A linear trail will be created between two entrances, one along the main path into the
park from the car park and the other by the sports pitches along the backs of properties
on Kilburn Park Road. Part of this site already has an established area of semi-mature
trees. These will be retained and enhanced with paths cleared through them.

The trail will weave through the area with a series of clearings along the route. Smaller,
more informal trails will branch off from the main path, creating a network of routes,
allowing visitors to experience the space in a variety of ways. The clearings will provide
opportunities for environmental education and will include interpretation signs on wildlife
and their habitats. These clearings could be used as outdoor classrooms and informal
seating may be provided on upturned logs, for example. The interpretation signs in each
clearing will focus on different aspects and features, for example woodland, log piles,
pond life and marginal planting.

Details on different habitats, how they change

throughout the year and the wildlife they support will be described.

There will be an area devoted to environmental demonstrations close to the existing
maintenance building. An old garage currently on the site will be replaced with an
ecology centre, which will be available as an informal teaching base for school parties or
other groups.

It is envisaged that there will be demonstrations of, for example,

alternative forms of energy (a solar panel and wind turbine), and examples of
composting.

The design for the environmental area is organic, with winding paths and oval clearings,
and lends itself to a more informal part of the park. All materials used in the space will
be natural and sustainable wherever possible.
accessibility issues.

The surfaces will take account of

Sightlines have been considered in the design and it will be

important, in terms of perception of safety, to maintain views through the site so that no
one area will be completely hidden.
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This new facility will be carefully managed. A fence will surround it and gates at the
entrances will be locked at dusk. It is anticipated that school parties or groups will be
able to book a visit and at such times the area will be closed to the public.

THE WESTMINSTER BIODIVERSITY PARTNERSHIP
The Westminster Biodiversity Partnership is a local partnership formed of organisations
and individuals that have in common one underpinning objective: to ensure a healthy
future for wildlife in Westminster.
The Partnership represents the interests of individuals and organisations and in turn,
their commitment to the Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) process in Westminster.
Westminster City Council plays a central role as the lead authority on the BAP.

Members of the Westminster Biodiversity Partnership are now working together to give
fresh momentum to the Westminster BAP, a document originally published in 2000, and
will aim to provide further opportunities for Westminster’s residents and visitors to enjoy
a green city rich in wildlife.

An updated Westminster Biodiversity Action Plan will see new projects for nature
conservation developed in an effort to halt the further decline of habitats and species in
Westminster.
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A Partnership of more than fifty participating members will be working together in 2007
to identify new biodiversity action for seven priority habitats and five priority species.

Priority habitats

Priority species

Parks, Squares & Amenity Grassland *

Bats *

Churchyards & Cemeteries *

Buttoned-snout moth *

Built Structures *

House sparrow *

Standing Water *

Tawny owl

Tidal Thames

Hedgehog *

Private Gardens
Veteran Trees & Decaying Wood *

The City Council is working to maintain and enhance biodiversity as part of the design
and management of its parks, squares, churchyards and cemeteries. The Habitat Action
Plans and Species Action Plans of particular relevance to the aims and objectives of the
Parks & Leisure Team are highlighted in the above table using an asterisk.
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Marketing

Marketing for the Park is supported by the Central Cannons marketing team working in
partnership with the Westminster communications team. Most of the marketing focus is
targeted at the various sporting activities within the Park, however there is also a regular
programme of events run by both Cannons and the local authority such as Good
Neighbours day and concerts in the summer on the bandstand.

Fees and Charges policies recognise the site is first and foremost a public open space,
and as such is there for the benefit and enjoyment of the public. A balanced activity
charging policy is adopted at the site offering concessions to disadvantaged groups and
school children at specific times in the site programme.

PUBLICITY

Marketing is co-ordinated through an annual marketing plan, which is
implemented for all of the sites within the Westminster portfolio. Other publicity or
marketing activities are headed by the Communications department at Westminster City
Council and the website has recently been updated. New signage/ noticeboards will
be installed in 2007/08 to provide enhanced communication opportunities. The new
noticeboards will include a programme of community events to promote a wider ‘offer’ at
the site.
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BROCHURES & NEWSLETTERS
Termly (3 times a year) brochures are produced and distributed which detail all the
events, activities and facilities available at the site. A termly newsletter has also been
introduced in 2007/08 to inform all park users of key developments, events, activities
and features.
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CUSTOMER FEEDBACK & INVOLVEMENT
The Contractor has to organise, promote and conduct, at his own expense, a minimum
of two open evening meetings per year to which both users and local residents shall be
invited on adequate notice. Cannons also hold three Open Days per year which provide
opportunities for the local community to come and try various activities, classes and
fitness sessions in the Park usually at no charge.

Building upon the extensive public consultation that has taken place on new
developments and community Area Forum meetings (where the site is often discussed),
a Friends Group is also planned for 2007/08. The group will seek to more proactively engage all park user groups in the management of the park’s facilities.

CUSTOMER SURVEYS
The Contractor is required to undertake one user survey annually. One non-user survey
must be carried out every 3 years. Details for implementing such surveys must be
submitted to the City Council and must include without limitation research objectives,
timetables and sampling methodology. The surveys should determine the profile of
users, the users' perception of Paddington Recreation Ground and its facilities and the
users' levels of satisfaction.

All the questionnaires and survey methodology must be approved in advance. The
analysed results of the surveys must be made available in report form, which responds
to the main issues raised in the surveys.

Wider City Surveys suggest a high level of satisfaction with the City Councils Parks
(including Paddington Recreation Ground), with 74% resident satisfaction (2005 City
Survey).

Satisfaction within the Ward in which Paddington Recreation Ground is

located is also higher than the average (see below).

WARD
Maida Vale

Priority (1 being high priority)
15

Satisfaction
78%

RESEARCH, EDUCATION, INTERPRETATION
The Ground is used as an educational resource by local schools for history and physical
education. There are currently no interpretation boards in the Ground, though a "History
of Paddington Recreation Ground" exhibition is on permanent display in the cafe.
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Currently when school and community groups visit the Ground for educational purposes,
any interpretation is provided by themselves (such as field guides etc.). The new
environmental area with education facility and the new resource centre within the
Pavilion building will provide dedicated facilities and act as an educational hub for the
benefit of a wide range of user groups.

The site is an important resource for local residents and young people attending the
surrounding schools.

The range of vegetation makes it an ideal venue for educational school trips. Several
schools lie within walking distance, some of which already make educational visits to the
Ground. An Ofsted inspection revealed the site had "good facilities which significantly
impacted on the sports available to older pupils".

EVENTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
A number of events are held within the grounds each year which include approximately
22 Schools Sports Days. The current indicative events programme is detailed below:
February 2008
 Albanian Open day/Event TBC
 9th Fulham Football Talent ID Centre starts
 18-21st Half term Camps for Sports
 23-24th Unity in the Community
 25th 6 week Junior Tennis
March 2008
 2nd Open Day 5–a-side TBC
 24-27th Half Term Camps All Sports
 29-30th Possible Tennis Open Day TBC
April 2008
 After School Cricket/Football 6 Weeks
 April/December Adult tennis
 5-7th Westminster Sports Unit
 26-27th Unity in the Community
May 2008
 26-29th Half term Camps All Sports
June 2008
 Street/Community/Music Festival TBC
July 2008
 6 Weeks Camps All Sports
August 2008
 Street/Community/Music Festival TBC
 Disabled Sports program event- TBC
 Women’s Football. Event- TBC
 2012 Roadshow for Westminster- TBC.
 Jazz Bands on the Bandstand organised by Alternative Arts.
The Contractor (Cannon’s) has a specific responsibility for facilitating other events which
are encouraged especially if they are locally organised and meet the required criteria in
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terms of contract requirements, objectives, funding, licenses and any other permissions
that may be required.

There are also a variety of events and hirings organised by other community groups and
clubs, which compliment the programme at the site.
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Healthy, Safe and Secure

Health and safety is particularly high on the planning and delivery agenda and is closely
monitored at the site and at a departmental and corporate level. The City Council's
Health and Safety Policy statement is shown at Appendix A. and the Contractors Health
and Safety Statement is shown as Appendix E.

All staff and contractors must comply with all relevant sections of the Health and Safety
at Work Act 1974 and any regulations made thereunder, COSHH Code of Practice and
other such legislation and approved guidance applicable to the Services provided at
Paddington Recreation Ground.

The Contractor’s (Cannons or Vista Landscape Management) must notify the City
Council in writing of any reviews to its safety policy and safe working procedures. All
staff and contractor’s must also comply with any changes, amendments or further
instructions reasonably requested or issued by the City Council in connection with the
Contractor's health and safety policies and safe working procedures as they relate to
Paddington Recreation Ground.

The Contractor shall, in performing the services, provide qualified/trained staff at
Paddington Recreation Ground and adopt safe methods of work in order to protect the
health and safety of its own employees, employees of the City Council and of all other
persons including members of the public and visiting contractors. Visiting contractors
and service suppliers must not have lower standards than those promoted by the
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contractor. Safe methods of work shall be no less effective than those contained in the
Council's Health and Safety Policy Statement set out in Appendix A (where relevant).

The Contractor must review its health and safety policy and safe working procedures as
often as may be necessary and in the light of changing legislation or working practices
or the introduction of new equipment and shall notify the City Council in writing of any
such revisions. The Contractor must maintain a record of all accidents and incidents
that may occur in the Ground and an incident/ accident form is shown as Appendix J.

Health and Safety inspections must be carried out as required on all machinery, plant
equipment and vehicles at least three times a year or as specified by manufacturer
recommendations or minimum legislative requirements. The Contractor must ensure
that records are kept of these inspections and the actions taken to remedy any faults
found.

TRAINING AND STAFF WELFARE
Training and staff welfare is a high priority for the Council and for the Contractor and
the service specification encourages and requires qualified and experienced staff.
Both the Contractor and the City Council monitor the expected outcomes and training
plans. Every person employed for the provision of the services must at all times be
properly and sufficiently trained and instructed with regard and without limitation to the
following specification:
1. The task or tasks that the person has to perform;
2. The relevant provisions of the Contract; and in dealing with associated
Emergency Procedures that could occur on-site,
3. The relevant rules, procedures and standards of the City Council (as may be
notified to the Contractor by the City Council.
4. All relevant rules, procedures, and statutory requirements concerning health
and safety at work;
5. Fire risks and fire precautions.
6. The necessity to observe the highest standards of courtesy and consideration
to the public to promote and enhance the City Council's image and reputation.
The Contractor must implement a scheme of training and ongoing instruction for all it’s
staff on all matters concerned with grounds maintenance, patrolling and other services
set out in the specification so as to ensure that only well trained and knowledgeable
staff are engaged in the provision of the services. This must include the following:
1. Induction training programme
2. Continuity training
3. Specialist training including playground inspection training (in addition an annual
ROSPA inspection of the playgrounds is also undertaken).
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All training records for the Cannons PRG Team are held in the Administration Office in
the Pavilion. These are subject to an annual audit in accordance with the ISO9001-2000
standard.

QUALIFICATIONS
All staff employed must wherever necessary be qualified as follows:

1. All patrol staff must hold the current St. John Ambulance First Aid at Work
Certificates (or a suitable equivalent, to be approved by an Authorised officer or
be undertaking current training to secure such certification).
2. Each day there must be one member of staff on Duty who attended and passed
an ILAM Play Ground Inspectors training course, (or a suitable equivalent
course, to be approved by an Authorised Officer).
3. All supervised and coached sessions, including fitness assessment and testing
are conducted in the presence of a suitably qualified coach or member of staff.
The fitness advisor responsible for setting programmes and giving advice must
hold a Health and Fitness specific qualification to NVQ Level 2 standards. Any
Assistant Fitness Advisors must hold NVQ Level 1 standard qualification. Other
qualifications may be accepted subject to gaining prior written approval of an
Authorised Officer.
4. All staff involved with the preparation and serving of food to the public must have
a Basic Food Hygiene Certificate.
PATROLLING AND ATTENDANCE
The City Council believes that it is important that each of its Parks, Gardens and Open
Spaces which includes Paddington Recreation Ground should where possible be
properly staffed by suitably qualified and uniformed patrol staff. In the case of
Paddington Recreation Ground this means:

1. It is a requirement that a minimum of four patrol staff must be on duty at
Paddington Recreation Ground at any one time.
2. At Paddington Recreation Ground from Easter through to the end of October, at
periods of school holidays and half-term breaks five patrol staff must be on duty
between the hours of 12.00noon and 10.00pm, Monday to Sunday inclusive.
3. For the patrol of the summer holidays, the cover will be supplemented to six
staff between the hours of 12.00noon and 10.00pm.
All staff must have direct radio contact between base and each other.

Security/Patrolling staff are Security Industry Accredited [SIA] having completed specific
training and undergone security checks to achieve same.

Patrol staff will encounter and manage a variety of problems within the grounds and
incidents will be recorded, monitored and discussed as part of the contract meeting/
management process.
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Patrol staff must be dressed in an easily identifiable uniform at all times which is
distinguishable from that worn by other members of staff. Patrol staff must be physically
fit and able to patrol for long periods in all weathers. A high visibility presence will be
required. The prime objective shall be to maintain the ambience, quietness and
aesthetic appeal of the park with safe and pleasant facilities where people can at all
times relax and participate. This shall therefore be the major consideration by all the
Contractor’s staff in undertaking their patrolling duties.

The staff engaged in Patrolling duties must be trained in the City Council’s Bylaws
(and copies are available for visitors to view from the Pavilion reception), as they will be
responsible for ensuring that they are upheld. This must form a significant part of their
induction and continuation training. Emergency contacts are issued to staff which
includes contact for the local police and safer neighbourhoods team.

Patrol staff must continually walk all areas of the park, especially those areas that are
prone to vandalism and conflicts of interest such as the outside toilets, village green and
children’s play areas.

Signage is displayed around the park detailing an emergency contact number which
users can contact in the event on an incident or accident although a proactive
monitoring processes seek to ensure the required use of this telephone number is
minimised.

SAFER NEIGHBOURHOODS TEAM- WEEKLY MEETINGS

Communication with the local police, safer neighbourhoods team, local schools,
colleges, Ward council members, sports and leisure client officers and the Paddington
Recreation Ground site team is excellent.

A weekly meeting (every Friday) takes place at the site to discuss key issues
concerning security, safety and anti-social behaviour in and around the local area. The
meetings are chaired and organised by the Council’s CivicWatch Liaison Officers and
are attended by all the parties noted above. The meetings include an ongoing action
log to ensure key issues are highlighted and tracked until a satisfactory resolution is
found.

DDA/ ACCESSIBILITY-Following an access improvement audit across the Council’s
leisure facilities, a programme of planned improvement works over and above DDA
requirements is planned for 2008/09.
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Sustainability

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The City Council is active in meeting the requirements of Local Agenda 21. The City
Councils Environment Policy is shown at Appendix B. Cannons Environmental
Management Systems is shown at Appendix F and Vista Landscapes is shown at
Appendix G. Vista Landscapes intend on working towards and achieving the
Environmental Quality Standard 14001 by December 2008

Use of Peat – All bedding from suppliers is peat free.
The granular herbicide Embargo G which contains dichlobenil. One application will give
season long control of most established broad-leaved weeds and grasses as well as
germinating weed seedlings and is used at lower application rate on some of the larger
formal shrub boarders.

Composting –. A new composting facility for green waste is planned for the park in
2007/08. It is intended that this facility will be expended as part of the Environmental
Area development. Vista Landscape Management is also a member of the composting
association and receives monthly newsletters which include relevant new initiatives and
details of training and conferences.

Use of mulches:
Rose Beds - All rose beds are given a 50mm layer of spent mushroom compost
annually. Vista returned use-able Green Waste from their composting centre in the
West Country to be used as mulch on all formal shrub and rose areas. Shrub beds - In
line with the Wildlife Report 2004, all informal shrub bed areas are 'self-mulched' in that
the leaf litter remains in place and rots down over time to create its own compost and
habitat for min-beasts etc. Additional mulching is part of all new planting schemes.

Waste disposal:
Green Waste – Approximately 120 tonnes of green waste is generated annually which is
transported off site for composting and then returned to site as usable compost and
mulch. An onsite green waste disposal facility was installed in 2007 to reduce this
tonnage.

General Waste – Approximately 98 tonnes of general waste is also generated annually
and this is disposed of via the normal waste transfer stations.
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Vehicle fleet - The vehicles offer all of the advantages of the latest technology resulting
in less pollution and meeting the CO2 emission regulations.

The only regular vehicle to be used within the Park is a Tractor which has a duel function
of maintaining the “tiger” pitch with it’s drag net and brush attachments and along with a
trailer collects rubbish during peak periods. Rubbish collection otherwise is made via
hand carts. Drivers have attended 'Defensive Driver' training, following which a 5%
reduction in fuel consumption is possible.

Machinery - The purchase of new machinery i.e. pedestrian lawn mowers, ride-on
machines and leaf blowers once again offers the latest technology, reducing noise levels
and harmful emissions. Machinery is subject to regular and programmed servicing and
staff receive training in the proper care and use of machinery thereby reducing the
potential for harmful emissions.

Chipping machine trials have been completed with purchase planned to assist with the
Green Waste composting.

RECYCLING
A study was carried out into the composition of the rubbish deposited in the litter
bins throughout the site in 2005. A number of recycling bins have been installed for
cans and plastics and paper bins will be installed in 2007.

Getting the message across on recycling at the
Good Neighbors Day held at PRG
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Community Involvement

VALUE TO THE COMMUNITY:
The whole history of the site (well documented in Bates 1902) is well known as it has
been a focal point for the community since its creation. The mere existence of the
Ground is representative of the mood of the people at the time. And as Bates (1902)
remarked in his book that:
"It is one of the Englishman's little weaknesses that wherever he goes he must have his
cricket"
It was this love of cricket, coupled with the lack of playing areas that lead to the
formation of the Ground.

Culturally, many local residents feel a sense of ownership with the Ground and public
consultation regarding developments and service quality are regularly undertaken.
Whilst creating this plan several members of the public were asked to contribute to what
they saw as the vision for the Ground in the 21st century. The local schools, who often
use the Ground, not only for sport but also for history and science classes, were also
asked their opinions.

Since its formation, the Ground has been a place for the public, any changes that effect
the Ground must also be for the benefit of the public. Many people (especially pupils in
the nearby schools) felt that increasing the biodiversity of the Ground would be of great
benefit, when asked what improvements they would like to see for the round the majority
included "more space for wildlife" in their responses.

Dog Free Picnic Area - Paddington Recreation Ground
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LINKS WITH THE COMMUNITY
It is worth noting that Paddington Recreation ground is noted as "the earliest public
athletic ground of its kind in London" (Crowe 1987). The Ground’s main attraction is still
primarily recreation and as the City Councils largest area of parkland it attracts visitors
who visit the Ground specifically for its green-space value. Secondly, many people use
the Ground for its' sport facilities, which are unrivalled in that part of the City.
Opportunities for the community (both Westminster residents and non-residents
living / working near to the park) to become involved and provide feedback regarding
park facilities include:
•

Park Friends Group (to be established from 2007/08)

•

Customer Comments/ Feedback processes

•

Customer Surveys

•

Events Programme- including ‘Good Neighbours Day’

•

Work Experience Programmes, including a partnership with Groundwork Trust

•

Club and User Meetings

•

Area Forms

•

Ward Member meetings/ consultations

•

‘Opinionmeter’ Electronic Customer Surveys. From 2008, an innovative
‘opinionmeter’ survey programme will be introduced to provide users an opportunity
to give feedback on the overall service, satisfaction and specific issues at the site.
The programme of surveys for the site is detailed below:
Start
Finish

Survey 1
17/03/2008
13/04/2008

Survey 2
14/07/2008
20/07/2008

Survey 3
17/11/2008
14/12/2008

CULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS:
As the Recreation Ground has been a part of the Community for longer than living
memory, many of the residents of Maida Vale feel attached to it. Any changes that have
been made have been done so using a strict consultation framework with local residents,
schools, the Police and other key stakeholders. Recent consultations have included
"Fear of Crime" survey, the findings of which resulted in the implementation of a
comprehensive CCTV system. Over 1600 local residents have also been consulted
regarding the regeneration programme.

EQUALITIES. It is extremely important that the facilities within the park are fully
accessible for the whole community. An Equalities Impact Assessment was undertaken
in 07/08 (shown as Appendix P) and recommendations will be implemented in 2008/09
to ensure facilities remain fully accessible for all of Westminster’s diverse communities.
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Management

The management of the grounds (illustrated in the subsequent structure diagram) is
divided between the client side and the contractor with duties and responsibilities as
follows:

1. The WCC client team oversees the overall management of the grounds including the
strategic decision-making and provision of new or improved facilities. The client
officers are also responsible for seeking internal or external funding for new or
improved facilities. The client team also ensure that parties from other departments
(eg Environment and Recycling) and wider partners (eg the Police and GLA) are fully
involved (where appropriate) in the management of the park to ensure strong
linkages and that a consistent approach is taken.

In particular, linkages with the Managers responsible for the other parks and open
spaces are very strong and the manager responsible for the parks in the North of the
borough attends monthly site inspections and contract meetings. This ensures a
consistently high standard of horticultural management is achieved and best
practices shared.

2. Responsibility for the day to day running of the grounds including repairs and
maintenance of all equipment and facilities rests with the appointed contractor,
Cannons Health and Fitness Limited.
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3. The grounds maintenance functions are carried out by Vista Landscape
Management Limited under contract to Cannons. The grounds maintenance contract
details out how the sub-contractor will carry on the day to day management.

The main contractor and the grounds maintenance contractor meet with the client
officers once a month to discuss the contractors reports and to go over key issues
relating to the operation and maintenance of the grounds.

Records management & Quality procedures- copies of internal inspection sheets,
external inspections, customer feedback are all available in the central office located in
the Pavilion building.

A contacts list of the key personnel at the site is also detailed in the table on page
47.
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OVERVIEW MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AT PRG
(WCC Client Team)
Principal Sports & Leisure Manager
Leisure Contracts Managers (*2 FTE)

(Anti Social Behaviour)
Civic Watch Group
Street Environment Managers
Dog Warden

(Sports Development)
Westminster Sports Unit
Sports Clubs
Sport England & Governing Bodies

(WCC Client Team)
Princpal Sports & Leisure Services Manager
Leisure Contracts Manager
Leisure Contracts Manager (Technical)

(Biodiversity, Wildlife & Recycling)
Project Manager (Environment)
Recycling Manager
GLA

(Wider Parks Management & Trees)
Principal Parks & Open Spaces and Trees Managers
Parks & Open Spaces and Trees Managers

(Cannons)
Contractor Operations Manager

(Cannons)
PRG Facility Manager

(Operations)

Admin Manager
(1 FTE)

Duty Managers
(Maintenance *1 FTE)
(H&S * 1 FTE)
(Duty Manager * 1 FTE)

Admin Assistant
(1 FTE)

Housekeepers
(1 FTE)

Fitness Manager
(1 FTE)

Fitness Advisors
(1.5 FTEs)

Membership Advisor
(1 FTE)

(Cafe Verona)

Duty Manager
(Reception)

Coaches
Tennis (4 FTEs)
Football (4 FTEs)

Receptionists
1.5 FTEs
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(Vista- Grounds Maintenance
& Security)

Cafe Manager(s)
(2 FTEs)

Security Supervisor

Landscape
Supervisor

Cafe Staff
(5 FTEs)

Security Staff
(4 FTEs)

Landscape Staff
(6 FTEs)

KEY CONTACTS
NAME
JOB TITLE
TEL
Parks, Sport & Leisure- Westminster City Council
NB- all telephone numbers start with 020 7641 <EXT>

MOB

E-MAIL

David Kerrigan

2696

07764 -659 -219

Dkerrigan1@westminster.gov.uk

3433

07714 -227 -391

rcloke@westminster.gov.uk

2070

07739-820 - 836

jbruce@westminster.gov.uk

6307

07714- 227- 336

jtweddle@westminster.gov.uk

X2693

07764 -659 -220

rbarker@westminster.gov.uk

x1846

07710 -156- 899

sstewart@westminster.gov.uk

X2962

07709- 481- 099

sbarua@westminster.gov.uk

X5885

07799 620 597

adurrant@westminster.gov.uk

Rebecca Cloke
Julia Bruce

John Tweddle

Richard Barker

Sean Stewart
Sagar Barua
Andy Durrant
Jonathan Hearn

Paul Akers

Barbara Milne

Chris Colwell

Stacey Cougill

Head of Leisure
and Parks
Principal Projects
Manager
Acting
Performance
Review Officer
Principal
Parks
and Open Spaces
Manager
Principal Sports &
Leisure Services
Manager
Leisure Contract
Officer (Technical)
Leisure Contract
Officer
Head of Sport
(Acting)
Sports
Development
Manager
Delivery
Principal
Arboricultural
Manager
Senior
Arboricultural
Officer
Senior
Arboricultural
Officer (Contracts)
Project Manager
(Environment)

X 4810

jhearn@westminster.gov.uk

X6096

07702- 841- 862

pakers@westminster.gov.uk

X2922

07720-805-5971

bmilne@westminster.gov.uk

X2619

07703- 403- 467

ccolwell@westminster.gov.uk
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scougill@westminster.gov.uk

Cannons Health & Fitness
Ian White

Mark Thompson
Ecco (Tennis Coach)

Westminster
Contracts
Manager
General Manager

0208 336 8373

07714 362 377

Ian.white@cannons.co.uk

020 7328 0993
07789 280030

Mark.thompson@cannons.co.uk

Vista Landscape
Dave Goddard

Site manager

020 7641 3641

prg@vistalm.co.uk

Mike Bateman

MD

020 8961 0437

mb1@vistalm.co.uk
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EMERGENCY / OUT OF HOURS CONTACTS
Name
Cannons Staff
Zehra Tonaj –Duty Manager
Nathier Gamieldien - Sports Development

Location

Contact Number

Kent
Tooting

07709 155563
07823 324287

Colin Fraser – Duty Manager
Mark Thompson –General Manager
Simon Thomas- Duty Manager

Chalk Farm
Stevenage
Surbiton

07758383525
07801056749
0779136719

Battersea
Swiss Cottage
Berkshire

07946 646080
07723 390074
07949 599955

Vista Staff
Byod Landscape Supervisor
Peter Adewale– Security
Dave Goddard – Manager
Police
PS Matt Metcalf &
PC Richard Burns

07920 233950,
020 8721 2410
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FINANCIAL PLAN/ BUDGET
As previously stated, the Ground is operated by a commercial leisure management
operator (Cannons Leisure Management) on behalf of the City Council. The site
operates at a significant net financial deficit, notwithstanding the substantial income
collected from sports and recreational users.

The 2006 outturn revenue budget is shown as Appendix N and demonstrates the
committed financial resource to underpin service quality. The budget for the current
capital programme (for 2006/07 - 2008/09) is detailed below which enables significant
improvement of the parks facilities in the medium term and illustrates the commitment to
generate external funding.

Project Title

Description

Total Gross
Cost
£000

CCTV

Upgrades and additions to
improve the current system.
Energy Saving Schemes –
A variety of smaller scale
Smaller Schemes
projects to reduce utility
consumption (all sites)
Paddington Recreation Ground Regeneration of outdoor sports
Improvement plan – Phases 1 & play facilities, new
and 2
environmental area, refurbished
and extended Pavilion.
Paddington Recreation Ground Extension of café and new
Improvement plan – Phase 3
health and fitness facilities
Provision of boreholes
Feasibility study (all sites)
TOTAL PRG SCHEMES

Total
Total Net
External Capital
Funding
Cost
£000
£000

55

0

55

225

113

112

2,631

1,480

1,151

900

450

450

20

0

20

3,831

2,043

1,788

As previously stated, Paddington Recreation Ground has charitable status, as such, it is
entitled to apply for money from funding bodies which other Local Authorities may not. A
number funding bids have been made to support a variety of projects at the park and in
the past year £1,045,000 of external funding has been achieved.

MONITORING
The methods and mechanisms to monitor contractor performance and action plan
achievement are as follows:
•

Customer Feedback Monitoring (surveys, comments and meetings)

•

Usage Levels

•

Income

•

Client Team Site Visits & Contract Meetings

•

Levels of Green, General and Dog Waste

•

Utility Consumption (supporting the Council’s ‘Go Green’ Agenda)

•

Biodiversity Audits (internal and external)
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Appendix G

Vista Landscapes Environmental Management Systems Plan

Appendix H

PRG Sports Development Plan

Appendix I

Environmental Area Plan

Appendix J

Operational Forms (Incident Forms/ Customer Comments/ Playground
Inspection Sheet etc)

Appendix K

Park usage report

Appendix L

Park Planned Preventative Maintenance Plan

Appendix M

Grounds Maintenance Works Programme Example

Appendix N

PRG Revenue Out turn 2005-06

Appendix O

Green Flag Judges Feedback Report

Appendix P

Equalities Impact Assessment
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Appendix A –
Environment and Leisure Health and Safety Policy
ENVIRONMENT & LEISURE DEPARTMENT
HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY
“ It is our aim to achieve a level of excellence in managing
Health and Safety above and beyond mere compliance with legal
standards”
The above statement is taken from Westminster City Council’s general policy
statement for the provision of health and safety. It specifies in clear terms the Councils
commitment to providing services that are safe and without risks beyond the required
minimum standard. The Environment and Leisure dept has a moral and legal duty to
ensure the highest possible standards of health and safety are provided.
It is incumbent upon me as Chief Officer for the Environment and Leisure dept to ensure
all service areas responsible to me co-ordinate their activities and resources with an aim
to achieving the Council’s goal.
I expect contractors and external providers of Council services commissioned and
operating on behalf of the Environment and Leisure dept to ensure their undertakings are
provided to the same level of excellence.
As Chief Officer responsible for the Environment and Leisure dept I will ensure that:
•

Systems are established, maintained and actively promoted amongst all staff for
ensuring the provision and maintenance of plant and systems of work that are safe
and without risks to health.

•

Systems are established, maintained and actively promoted amongst all staff for
ensuring the safety and absence of risk in connection with the use, storage and
transport of articles and substances.

•

Systems are established, maintained and actively promoted amongst all staff for
ensuring the provision of such information, instruction, training and supervision as is
necessary to ensure the health and safety at work of the Environment and Leisure
dept staff.

•

Systems and procedures are developed, maintained and actively promoted amongst
all staff for the continued maintenance in a safe condition of all workplaces under my
control, and that this commitment is extended to include the maintenance of all
means of access to and egress from those workplaces.

•

Systems and procedures are actively promoted within the department for minimising
the potential for harm, business interruption and financial loss resulting from the
department’s undertakings.

•

Systems and procedures are developed and actively promoted amongst all staff for
the provision and maintenance of safe working environments that are without risks to
health and are adequate as regards facilities and arrangements for their welfare at
work.

•

Systems and procedures are developed and actively promoted within the department
concerning the selection and appointment of external organisations and bodies
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corporate in relation to the provision of goods, services and works. That defined
systems and procedures establish provision for the active monitoring and review of
the contracted organisations with regard to the provision of health and safety.
•

Joint mechanisms and forums are established and developed for the purposes of
keeping under review the aims and objectives of this policy statement.

•

Adequate funding and resources are programmed and made available by me in
pursuant of the aims and objectives of this policy.

•

All staff at all levels will actively assist me to achieve the aims of this policy.

•

Competent persons and advice are made available to all staff and managers in
pursuant of the objectives of the department’s health and safety policy.

•

The contents and objectives of the department’s health and safety policy are
reviewed in accordance with the demands of changing legislation and business
objectives. That such revisions and modifications are brought to the attention of all
staff and those affected by its undertakings.

I am further committed to ensuring the Environment and Leisure department develops a
positive health and safety culture throughout and pursues the highest standards of health
and safety management.
I aim to promote the effective integration of health and safety into the everyday
management of the department’s work, i.e. whenever changes to the organisations
structure, accommodation, equipment and working systems are contemplated, the health
and safety consequences will be carefully considered and appropriate action taken.
Individuals throughout the Environment and Leisure department, particularly
management at supervisory level have defined and specific health and safety
responsibilities. These responsibilities will form a significant and measurable part of their
key objectives against which there overall work performance will be assessed. This will
enable line managers to actively manage health and safety matters under their control.
My ultimate aim is to create a department in which accidents; injuries and loss are
eliminated and good health promoted.
Individuals throughout the Environment and Leisure department will be made aware of
their responsibilities through appropriate training. This will be provided by my Health and
Safety Manager and where appropriate suitable external providers.
This policy details the organisational structure and arrangements for the effective
management of health and safety throughout the Environment and Leisure department.
The Environment and Leisure departmental structure and arrangements are appended to
this policy statement. This policy should be read in conjunction with the Council’s
Corporate Health and Safety Policy.

Director for Environment and Leisure
Date 01/ November 2005
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DIRECTOR FOR ENVIRONMENT & LEISURE

The Director of Environment and Leisure will ensure:
•

The production of annual plans and strategies detailing the Environment and Leisure dept’s
health and safety objectives, inclusive of key tasks and targets.

•

The provision of necessary funding and resources to maintain and improve health and safety
standards within the Environment and Leisure dept when compiling annual budgets.

•

The elimination of hazards and risks within their sphere of influence through a comprehensive
programme of hazard identification and risk assessment.

•

That all accidents, assaults, dangerous occurrences, occupational ill health, near misses and
unplanned events are thoroughly investigated, recorded and promptly acted upon in line with
the WCC policy for accident and incident investigation.

•

The Environment and Leisure dept adheres to and complies with all corporate codes of
practice, guidance and policies regarding the provision of health and safety.

•

They remain abreast and are made aware of all changes in health and safety legislation,
technical and authoritative guidance relative to their sphere of influence.

•

Access to specialist health and safety advice where required.

•

They maintain an overview of the business of the dept’s health and safety committee.

•

They attend the dept’s health and safety committee and approve actions arising therefrom.

•

An effective programme of health and safety surveillance for staff.

•

The entire Environment and Leisure dept employee’s are provided with information
concerning the council and dept’s health and safety policies, any relevant codes of safe
working practice and procedures relevant to their undertakings.

•

Employees at all levels within the Environment and Leisure dept receive the necessary
information, instruction, training and supervision to enable them to undertake their duties in a
safe manner.

•

Health and safety responsibilities are incorporated into individual job descriptions.

•

Employees at all levels within the Environment and Leisure dept are competent to undertake
their duties.

•

That systems and procedures exist for the review and modification of health and safety
systems, policies, guidance and practices within the Environment and Leisure dept. That any
modifications or amendments of such health and safety matters are brought to the attention of
all Environment and Leisure dept staff.

•

That the business activities and practice’s of the Environment and Leisure dept do not
compromise or adversely affect the health and safety of the public, service users or visitors to
premises under its control.

•

Adequate arrangements and forums for discussions with the recognised Trade Union health
and safety representatives for health and safety matters.

•

Seek to develop and promote a positive health and safety culture within the Environment and
Leisure dept.

•

Set a good personal example.
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HEADS OF ENVIRONMENT & LEISURE SERVICES

The Heads of Environment and Leisure Services will ensure:
•

That Environment and Leisure staff in the service areas under their control are made aware of
the contents of and understand the objectives of the Environment and Leisure dept’s health
and safety policy.

•

The provision of necessary funding and resources to maintain and improve health and safety
standards within the service areas under their control.

•

The elimination of hazards and risks within the service areas under their control through a
comprehensive programme of hazard identification and risk management.

•

Effective communication arrangements exist within the service areas under their control for
the consideration and dissemination of health and safety information and advice.

•

That all employees within the service areas under their control receive the necessary
information, instruction, training and supervision to enable them to undertake their duties in a
safe manner.

•

The development of an annual plan with clear and measurable health and safety objectives for
the service areas under their control.

•

Employees in the service areas under their control are competent to undertake their duties.

•

All accidents, assaults, dangerous occurrences, occupational ill health, near misses and
unplanned events in the service areas under their control are thoroughly investigated, recorded
and acted upon in line with WCC policy for accident and incident investigation.

•

Employees in the service areas under their control have access to competent advice for health
and safety matters.

•

Adherence to and compliance with all corporate codes of practice, guidance and policies
regarding the provision of health and safety.

•

Health and Safety responsibilities within the service areas under their control are defined and
understood by those within defined responsibilities.

•

All works carried out in the service areas under their control are undertaken with due regard
to the councils policies and standards for health and safety.

•

Consult and co-operate with all recognised Trade Union health and safety representatives on
appropriate health and safety matters.

•

That business activities and working practice’s of the service area they are responsible for do
not compromise or adversely affect the health and safety of the public, service users or
visitors to premises under their control.

•

Set a good personal example.
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SERVICE MANAGERS IN ENVIRONMENT & LEISURE DEPT

All service managers in Environment and Leisure dept shall ensure:
•

They read and understand the Environment and Leisure dept health and safety policy and
ensure that its contents are brought to the attention of all staff under their control.

•

They attend the appropriate health and safety training as directed/required by the Director of
Environment and Leisure.

•

All employees under their control receive the appropriate information, instruction, supervision
and training required for them to undertake their duties safely.

•

Risk assessments are carried out for all work activities and that all work activities and
practices are conducted in a manner as to reduce, so far, as is reasonably practicable the risks.

•

All employees under their control are trained in the health and safety requirements of their
work and that all work is carried out in a safe manner.

•

All work is carried out in accordance with the Environment and Leisure dept’s health and
safety policy requirements.

•

Adequate contingency arrangements are in place for each work activity and that employees
are aware have and have received training in these procedures.

•

All accidents, incidents, dangerous occurrences, near misses and occupational illness are
investigated, recorded and reported in accordance with the WCC policy for accident and
incident investigation.

•

Adequate safety notices and information are displayed and provided for the attention of staff
and visitors.

•

All offices and workplaces under their control are laid out correctly and maintained in a
manner free from risk for staff and visitors.

•

Procedures exist for the isolation and recording/reporting of defective equipment.

•

Workplaces under their control are adequately provided for in terms of welfare and first aid.

•

Employees are provided with adequate Personal Protective Equipment and defined safe
systems of working.

•

They establish effective means for ensuring the maintenance and suitability of health and
safety measures provided for the benefit of staff.

•

Consult and co–operate with all recognised Trade Union health and safety representatives on
appropriate health and safety matters.

•

Prepare reports on health and safety matters appropriate to the service/s under their control.

•

Ensure adequate health and safety advice and guidance is available to all staff in service areas
under their control.

•

Endeavour to establish at all levels within their sphere of influence an effective health and
safety culture and an appreciation of the aims and objectives of the Transportation dept’s
health and safety policy.

•

Set a good personal objective.
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STAFF IN ENVIRONMENT & LEISURE DEPARTMENT

Staff in the Environment and Leisure dept will ensure:
•

They read and understand the Environment and Leisure dept health and safety policy.

•

Conduct their work activities in a safe manner at all times, wear the appropriate Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) provided.

•

Act upon any instruction, order and/or request given in relation to their safety.

•

Report to their management any accident, near miss or dangerous occurrence however small.

•

Do not recklessly interfere with, misuse, alter or amend anything provided by management
for their safety.

•

Attend training courses and seminars as directed by management.

•

They report to management any defective equipment, PPE or unsafe practices they become
aware of with immediate effect.

•

Do not circumvent, disregard or ignore any guidance, instructions and systems of working or
practices provided for their safety by the Environment and Leisure dept.

•

Promote the aims and objectives of the Environment and Leisure dept health and safety
policy.

•

Assist the Environment and Leisure dept by helping it achieve its health and safety objectives.

•

Suggest safer procedures and set a good personal example.
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Appendix B- Environment Policy Statement

WESTMINSTER CITY COUNCIL
ENVIRONMENT POLICY
The aim of this policy is to protect and improve the environment locally, nationally
and globally by defining Westminster City Council’s commitment to becoming
leaders in good environmental practice and innovation. Westminster City Council
is committed to:

Environmental Law and Standards
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Complying with all relevant environmental law, regulations and codes of
good environmental practice.
Protecting and Improving the Environment
Preventing pollution of the environment through reducing resource
consumption and minimising emissions and waste.
Continual improvement in environmental performance by setting and
reviewing targets to meet the Environmental Objectives.
Assessment of Long Term Environmental Benefits
Ensuring environmental costs and benefits are included in the assessment
of tenders.
Environmental Management of Contracts
Choosing environmentally sound works, goods and services.
Including environmental criteria in contract specifications.
Assessing environmental impacts as part of contract evaluation.
Managing contracts in ways that achieve good environmental practices
and outcomes.
Environmental Awareness
Increasing environmental awareness of Westminster residents,
businesses and visitors.
Fostering understanding and commitment to the Environment Policy by
City Council employees and representatives.

Environmental Management
• Implementing environmental management systems for communication
and training.
• Integrating environmental management systems with the City Council’s
corporate procedures.
•

Environmental Information
Public environmental reporting and providing environmental information
and advice.
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Compliance with the Environment Policy
Ensuring that staff, contractors, suppliers and visitors comply with the Environment
Policy.
Approved by Councillor Simon Milton, Leader and Peter Rogers, Chief Executive
Westminster City Council – October 2002
The Council’s Environmental Objectives are:
•
•
•
•
•

Air
Reduce air pollution
Minimise vehicle use, vehicle emissions and fuel consumption
Use and promote low or non-polluting methods of transport
Ensure clean air in buildings
Minimise activities that contribute to climate change, ozone layer depletion and
acid rain
Water

•
•

Prevent water pollution
Reduce water consumption

•
•
•
•

Land & Habitats
Protect existing landscapes, open spaces, habitats and wildlife
Create new habitats and opportunities for wildlife
Manage activities to minimise their impact on biodiversity
Ensure that land is not contaminated

Built Environment
• Minimise the impact on the environment of buildings, structures, highways and
construction
• Keep the City clean
Transport, Access & Mobility
• Maximise accessibility and mobility with the minimum environmental impact
Energy
• Minimise energy consumption
• Use renewable energy sources
•
•

Noise
Prevent noise nuisance
Contain, control and reduce noise

•
•
•
•

Waste & Recovery
Reduce waste at source
Reuse and repair materials that cannot be reduced
Recycle materials that cannot be reused
Recover resources from waste

•
•
•

•

Resources & Materials
Minimise the use of materials
Purchase products with the least environmental impact
Use recycled products
Purchase timber and timber products from legal and sustainable managed
sources

Approved by Councillor Simon Milton, Leader and Peter Rogers, Chief Executive
Westminster City Council – October 2002
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Appendix C- Pesticide Policy

Westminster City Council — Policy Document on Hazardous Chemicals:
Pesticides and herbicides:

Pesticides (such as insecticides), herbicides, bactericides and fungicides are important in
controlling pests, weeds and diseases. However, they can have an adverse effect on non-target
plants and animals and the aquatic environment is particularly at risk. Once used, many
pesticides take a considerable time to break down and become inactive. They may become
concentrated as they pass up the food chain. Water abstracted for public supply can be
contaminated. There are currently about 450 active ingredients approved for use as pesticides in
the UK. Those detected most frequently in water are herbicides used for non-agricultural
purposes such as atrazine and (which have not been approved for use since 1993) and diuron
which is currently approved. In order to be effective, many herbicides are water soluble and
relatively persistent. There is therefore a risk associated with applying herbicides to verges and
hard surfaces such as roads and pavements where run-off can easily occur. Local Authorities are
the biggest non-agricultural users of pesticides.
Pesticides can cause a range of health problems in humans and animals including eye, lung,
throat and skin irritation, poisoning and long-term effects such as cancers and birth defects.
Government policy is to encourage the minimisation of pesticide use by a strict approvals
process, codes of practice on use and appropriate research and development. Pesticides
Effects: Damage to non-target species including humans. Potential for water and land pollution.
Minimise your use of pesticides. Use non-chemical methods of pest control where possible.
Make sure pesticides are stored, handled, used and disposed of correctly. Staff using pesticides
require training and certification. Refer to COSHH data sheets for information on safe disposal.
Do not dispose of pesticides down sinks, toilets and drains.
The Environment Agency has guidance notes on the prevention of water pollution by pesticides,
contact their publications department on 01734 535 000. They also provide advice on safe
disposal, call them on 0645 333 111.
Where the use of pesticides is unavoidable, follow health and safety guidelines. Contact the
Health and Safety division on 020 7641 2803 for further information.
Make sure pesticides are stored according to statutory requirements and store only enough for
your immediate use. In general, pesticides should be stored in bunded areas where spills or
leakage could not pollute ground or surface waters. They should be clearly labelled and a
contents record for the store should be kept at another location. The store should be fire
resistant, locked and secure from unauthorised access. It should be checked by the Environment
Agency and a Fire Prevention Officer. Metal containers should be stored off the ground to prevent
rusting. If you only have small quantities of chemicals to store they should be kept in a secure,
weather proof vault or container manufactured for the purpose.
If a spillage of pesticide occurs, first check it is safe to handle. Protect drains by containing the
liquid with absorbent materials and never hose it away. Call The Environment Agency's hotline
on 0800 80 70 60 for help and advice (this number is to be used for emergencies only). For
general enquiries call 0645 333 111.

Do not use any pesticide containing chemicals on the UK_ `Red List' or EU
`Black List'
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Appendix D: List of Flora and Fauna seen in the Ground
Species of birds recorded at Paddington Recreation Ground (LEU 1995):
Blue tit (Parus caeruleus)
Chiffchaff (Phylloscopus collybita)
Feral pigeon (Columba livia)
House sparrow (Passer domesticus)
Carrion crow (Con/us corone corone)
Wren (Troglodytes troglodytes)
Chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs)

Blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla)
Blackbird (Turdus merula)
Wood pigeon (Columba palumbus)
Robin (Erithacus rubecula)
Dunnock (Prunella modularis)
Green finch (Carduelis chloris)
Kestrel (Falco tinnunculus)

Mammal species:
Pipistrelle bat (Pipistrellus pipistrellus)
Noctule bat (Nyctalus noctula)

Grey Squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis)
Brown pipistrelle bat (Pipistrellus pygmaeus)

List of flora found in the Ground:
Zone 1:
Alder (Alnus glutinosa)
White Bryony (Bryonia cretica)
Dogwood (Cornus sanguinea)
Hazel (Corylus avellana)
Honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum)
Wild Cherry (Prunus avium)

Ash (Fraxinus excelsior)
Ragwort (Senecio jacobaea)
Field Maple (Acer campestre)
Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus)
Wild Service Tree (Sorbus torminalis)

Zone 2:
Laurel (Accuba japonica)
Dogwood (Cornus sanguinea)

Beech (Fagus sylvatica)
Coral Beauty (Cotoneaster conspicuus)

Surrounding Dog Area
Laurel (Pyrus Laurocerasus)
Common ragwort (Senecio jacobaea)
Bramble (Rubus fruticosus)
Bramble (Rubus fruticosus)

Edward Bowles (Phlomis fruticosa)
Mountain ash (Sorbus aucuparia)
Ivy (Hedera helix)

Knot Garden
Buddleia (Buddleia davidii)
Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa)
Bramble (Rubus fruticosus)

Garryaceae ellptica
Whitebeam (Sorbus aria)

Zone 3:
Perennial rye-grass (Lolium perenne)
Sweet Chestnut (Castanea sativa)

London Plane (Plantanus x hispanica)

Within the rose garden:
Yellow azalia (Rhododendron luteum)
Heather (Calluna vulgaris)
Annual mercury (Mercurialis annua)

Barberry (Berberis vulgaris)
Spindle (Euonymous europaeus)
Lenten-rose (Helleborous orientalis)
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Mexican Orange-blossom (Choisya ternata)
Dogrose (Rosa canina)

Rhododendron (Rhododendron ponticum)
Lenten Rose (Helleborus orientalis)

Borders:
Elder (Sambucus nigra)
Blue Gem (Hebe franciscana)
Hyacinth (Hyacinthoides non-scripta)
Garden privett (Ligustrum ovalifolium)
Rhododendron (Rhododendron ponticum)

Barberry (Berberis vulgaris)
Hazel (Cory/us avellana)
Holly (Ilex aquifolium)
Elaeagnus (E/aeagnus ebbingel)
Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa)
Weigela coraeensis

Zone 5:
Surrounding Dog Play Area
Garden privett (Ligustrum ovalifolium)
Dogwood (Cornus sanguinea)
Guelder-rose (Viburnum opulus)
Honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum)
Red Robin (Photinia frasen)
Perennial rye-grass (Lolium perenne)
Weigela coraeensis
Goat willow (Salix caprea)

Birch (Betula pendula)
Field Maple (Acer campestre)
Hazel (Corylus avellana)
St John's-wort (Hypercium perforatum)
Poplar (Populus alba)
Snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus)
Wild cherry (Prunus avium)

Zone 6:
Brayanthus gmelinii
Ivy (Hedera helix)
Leyland Cypress (Cupressocyparis leylandii)
Crack-willow (Salix fragilis)

Elder (Sambucus nigra)
Lime (Tilia x europaea)
Firethorn (Pyracantha coccinea)
Yew (Taxus baccata)

Zone 7:
Bordering play area
Crimson and Gold (Chaenomelese superba)
Blue Gem (Hebe franciscana)
Kew Green (Skimmia japonica)
Broom (Genista tinctoria)
Wild cherry (Prunus avium)
Blue Gem (Hebe franciscana)
Birch (Betula pendula)
Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna)
Horse chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum)
Small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata)

Broom (Genista tinctoria)
Common St John's Wort (Hypericum
perforatum)
Red hot poker (Kniphofia alcazar)
Small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata)
Buddleia (Buddleja davidir)
Cornubia (Cotoneaster frigidus)
Field Maple (Acer campestre)
Hazel (Corylus avellana)
Larch (Larix decidua)

Within Nursery area (site proposed for Environment and Education):
Ash (Fraxinus excelsior)
Hazel (Corylus avellana)
Snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus)

Elder (Sambucus nigra)
Poplar (Poplus nigra)
Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus)

Zone 8:
Buddleia (Buddleja davidir)
Blue Gem (Hebe franciscana)
Periwinkle (Vinca minor)

Mexican Orange-blossom (Choisya ternata)
Elaeagnus (Elaeagnus ebbinger)
Perennial rye-grass (Lolium perenne)
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Appendix E- Contractors Health Safety Policy statement
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Appendix FContractors Environmental Management System

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
COPY No.

Uncontrolled

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
Cannons Leisure Management like many organisations is concerned about the
impact of its activities on the environment. In order to control any environmental
impact, the company has established an Environmental Management System
that is based on some of the aspects defined in ISO 1400:1996.
Compared to large industrial organisations, Cannons impact on the environment
is small, but not withstanding this all organisations have a part to play in reducing
waste, pollution and conserving resources.
The company’s EMS covers the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Policy
Roles & Responsibilities
Emergency Information
Register of Regulations
Register of Environmental Effects
Operational Procedures

Quality Manager
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ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

Cannons Leisure Management is part of each local community in which it operates premises and
recognises its impact on both the local and the wider environment in its use of materials and energy, its
provision of services and its discharge of emissions and wastes.
We are committed to : a)

Minimise any disturbance to the local and global environment and to quality of life of the local
communities in which the company operates.

b)

Comply fully with all relevant statutory regulation.

c)

Take positive steps to conserve resources, particularly those which are scarce or non-renewable.

d)

Assess, in advance where possible, the environmental effects of any significant new development
and adjust the company's plan accordingly.

e)

Provide the necessary information to enable employees to operate processes properly and with
minimal effects on people or the environment.

f)

Keep the public informed of major new projects in their locality.

g)

Maintain the appearance of premises to the highest practical standards.

In addition, Cannons Leisure Management will always use its best endeavours at
all times to ensure that: a)

Energy conservation is a priority in our approach to facility operation.

b)

Wherever practical, only environmentally friendly products will be purchased.

c)

Waste will be minimised and only collected by recognised companies.

d)

Staff will receive appropriate training on environmental issue and practices.

e)

Where ever possible and practical re-cycling measures will be introduced.

f)

All company vehicles will be regularly maintained and petrol vehicles will be fitted
with catalytic converters.

The Company will develop standards and procedures to implement this policy.
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ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

1.

The Directors have overall responsibility for the company’s environmental strategy and policy.

2.

The General Manager has the overall responsibility of ensuring that good practice is followed and that
each centre under their management contributes to improving the environment by following the
company’s Environmental Management System

3.

All staff have a responsibility to adhere to the Environmental Management System and follow the
operational procedures contained in it.

4.

All staff have a duty to suggest improvements to the Environmental Management System. Any
improvements should be sent to the Quality Manager for consideration and discussion with Directors
and/or Business Managers.

5.

The Quality Manager is responsible for updating the Environmental Management System and
distributing the documentation to each centre and Head Office.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION

CHEMICALS
Action to take in the case of emergencies is detailed on the relevant COSHH Data Sheets, copies of which
are held near the chemical stores.
If the situation is considered dangerous then the area should be evacuated and sealed and the emergency
services contacted. (see also “Emergency Procedures”).

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Details on the sites Emergency Evacuation procedures can be found in the ISO 9000 Quality System under
the following:

Document

Reference

EAP Part 2 – Emergency Evacuation

HS 103

EAP Part 3 – General

HS 104
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REGISTER OF REGULATIONS

The company is bound, in full or in part, by the following legalisation as it relates to environmental issues.

The following Regulations apply to Noise Pollution:
Noise and Statutory Nuisance Act 1993
Noise at Work Regulations 1989
Environmental Protection Act 1990

The following Regulations apply to Waste Disposal:
Environmental Protection Act 1990
Environmental Protection (Duty of Care) Regulations 1991
Waste Management Licensing Regulations 1994

The following Regulations apply to Discharge of Waste Water:
Environmental Protection Act 1990
Water Industry Act 1991
Water Resources Act 1991

The following Regulations apply to Maintenance of Gas Appliances:
Gas Safety (Installation & Use) Regulations 1984
Gas Safety (Installation & Use) (Amended) Regulations 1990
Health & Safety at Work Act 1974

The following Regulations apply to Health & Safety:
Health & Safety at Work Act 1974
COSHH Regulations 1994
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
AREA
PURCHASING

ENVIRONMENTAL AREA/EFFECT

ACTION TO CONTROL
When purchasing, consideration is given to products that are environmentally
friendly: e.g.

General

•
•
•
•
Cleaning Chemicals

Made from re-cycled materials
Wood products sourced from managed forests
If applicable, the product should be biodegradable
Product can be re-cycled at the end of its life

Environmentally friendly products specified, where possible.
i.e.
Biodegradable, Phosphate free , Water instead of solvent based products.
Aerosols must be CFC free - products in “trigger” bottles preferred.
Made from re-cycled material

Refuse Sacks

Re-cycled, ideally using a low chlorine process.

Paper

Introduction of fresh water to pools minimised, but consistent with
maintaining water quality. Pool covers used at night to reduce evaporation.
Automatic shower controls used were possible. Attention to waste - i.e.
dripping taps.

Water
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AREA
RE-CYCLING

WASTE

ENVIRONMENTAL AREA/EFFECT

ACTION TO CONTROL

Paper

Where available re-cycling schemes operate for “office“ type paper,

Toner Cartridges

Photocopier and Laser printer toner cartridges sent for re-cycling

Cans/Plastic Bottles

Not re-cycled at present due to difficulty in finding a practical scheme under review

General Waste

Disposed of via normal contractor

Special Types of Waste

Waste identified as “Special” i.e. Sunbed and fluorescent tubes, washroom
waste, certain types of chemical spillages - removed by licensed contractors.
Used on both sides before being sent for re-cycling (if re-cycling scheme in
operation at centre)

Paper

Treated as “General Waste”
Pool Chemical Containers/ Packaging
Treated as “General Waste”
Cleaning Chemical Containers/Packaging
See “Water Pollution”
Chemical spillages
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AREA
ENERGY

ENVIRONMENTAL AREA/EFFECT

ACTION TO CONTROL

General

Encourage and support installations/use of energy saving units (such as CHP
Units) where appropriate

Electricity

Checked through usage monitoring on a regular basis. Good housekeeping
measures used - turn off lights when not needed etc.

Gas

Checked through usage monitoring on a regular basis. Good housekeeping
measures used - radiators regulated, radiators tuned off when windows open
etc.
Use of Pool covers at night and regular check on water temperature.

EQUIPMENT &
VEHICLES
- Exhaust emissions

All petrol vehicles to have catalytic converters

- Running efficiently

All vehicles serviced regularly in accordance with manufacturers schedules.

- Plant & machinery

Planned Preventative Maintenance (PPM) schedules in place to ensure
efficient operation.

Vehicles

Equipment
PPM and regular calibration to ensure operation to correct parameters.
- Dosing system
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AREA

ENVIRONMENTAL AREA/EFFECT

ACTION TO CONTROL

Waste water from pools

Considered an asset by water companies

Chemical spills

Minimised through good housekeeping & staff training. Spillages must be
cleared up quickly & steps taken to prevent entry to drain system.

Cleaning chemicals

Mixed to recommended dilution. Any mixed solution left is stored for future
use. Biodegradable chemicals purchased were possible.

Waste water from showers

Reduced by fitting, where possible, automatic stop valves.

NOISE POLLUTION

Excessive noise from Aerobic classes, concerts & similar
events

Level/volume of music or PA system monitored to ensure annoyance to
others is minimised.

AIR POLLUTION

Exhaust fumes from cars, CHP Units, Boilers etc.

Cars - see “Equipment & Vehicles” section
CHP Units, Boilers etc. - Maintained via Planned Preventative Maintenance
programme to work at optimum efficiency.

Release of Nitrogen Trichloride from pools

Pool dosing system calibrated & regular checks on pool water chlorine levels.

Release of gases due to mixing of chemicals

Staff trained in mixing chemicals to minimise any accidents and subsequent
release of gases. Chemicals mixed in accordance with manufactures
instructions

WATER POLLUTION
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
1.0

CLEANING CHEMICALS

1.1

Purchasing
When purchasing any cleaning chemicals, products must be selected that are:
•
•
•
•

Biodegradable
Phosphate free
CFC free aerosols
Water instead of solvent based products

Not all chemicals will comply with these requirements due to the constituents of the chemical in
order to achieve its cleaning action. However, where an environmentally friendly product is
available, that will perform the cleaning required satisfactorily, then that product must be used.
Aerosols should be limited in use - products in “trigger” spray bottles are to be preferred, if
available.
Water based products should be selected in place of solvent based products - i.e. Floor sealant

1.2

Use
The chemicals must be stored carefully in order to minimise any accidental spillages. The COSHH
data sheets give instructions on action to take in the case of spillages.
When in use chemicals must be mixed in accordance with the manufacturers instructions. This
will minimise wastage and ensure the chemical is mixed to the optimum strength for effective
cleaning.
Where possible automatic mixing stations should be installed as these will ensure that the
chemicals are always mixed to the correct dilution. If a mixing station is not being used a bucket
or container will be provided with capacities marked to allow correct mixing to take place.
Reference should be made to the ISO 9000 Local Instruction - Cleaning, for information on the
types of chemicals to be used when cleaning the various areas of the centre.

1.3

Disposal
Chemicals must not be disposed of unnecessarily.
Any diluted chemicals left at the end of a cleaning operation should be stored in a suitable labelled
container for future use.
Accidental spillages should be dealt with as described in the COSHH Data sheets that are on file
for all chemicals used in the centre.
Empty containers should be disposed of as general waste

2.0

PAPER - STATIONARY

2.1

Purchasing
When purchasing paper, preference should be given to products that are:
•
•

Made from re-cycled material (usually as a percentage)
Made using a low chlorine process
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•
2.2

Sourced from sustainable forests

Use
All paper should be used economically and used on both sides. Paper with one clean side should
be re-used as note pads or other similar use.
If appropriate ( i.e. for draft copies) the blank side can be utilised in the photocopier or printer.

2.3

Disposal

Where it is possible to arrange collection, scrap paper should be stored and sent for re-cycling.
Various companies operate free paper re-cycling schemes within a local area - see Yellow Pages.
If such schemes operate the centre should make enquiries to determine if it is eligible to join.
The deciding factor is usually the amount of paper required per collection and the subsequent
storage whilst awaiting collection. If it is not possible to store the required quantity of paper, or if
no such schemes operate within the area, then alternative arrangements should be investigated.
Otherwise the paper should be treated and disposed of as general waste.

3.0

PAPER PRODUCTS - DISPOSABLE

When purchasing disposable paper products, preference should be given
to products
•
•
•
•

4.0

that are:
Made from re-cycled material (usually as a percentage)
Made using a low chlorine process
Soured from sustainable forests
Plastic type packaging should be CFC free.

SUNBED and FLUORESCENT TUBES
Old Sunbed and fluorescent tubes must be disposed of under the Waste Management Licensing
regulations.
Some of the tubes contain, among other elements, Mercury and must therefore be transferred to an
authorised company who hold a Waste Management Licence for disposal.

5.0

COPIER and LASER PRINTER TONER CARTRIDGES/DRUMS
Most toner cartridges and drums from photocopiers and laser printers can be re-cycled.
Old items should be returned, using the original box and packaging in order to avoid damage, to
the re-cycling company. Many of the schemes are operated by charities, who usually arrange
collection or pay postage.
One such scheme is operated by the British Institute for Brain Damaged Children who cab be
contacted on 01278 684060.

6.0

USE OF ENERGY

6.1

Electricity
Electricity usage is monitored on a weekly basis by manes of a Utility Analysis.
Any adverse trends must be investigated and appropriate action taken.
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•

Staff will be made aware about energy conservation and in particular, take steps to reduce
electricity consumption by:
Fitting energy efficient bulbs where possible

•

Using the photocopier with thought - consider the number of copies actually required

•

Turning lights off in rooms not being used.

•

Turning electrical equipment i.e. Laminators off when not being used

•

If possible turning computers/printers off when not being used and particularly at night.

•

Turning photocopiers off at night

6.2

Gas
Gas usage is monitored on a weekly basis by manes of a Utility Analysis.
Any adverse trends must be investigated and appropriate action taken.
Staff will be made aware of the following steps in order to reduce gas consumption:
•

Radiators must be regulated to provide the correct level of heating

•

Radiators/heaters are not left on in rooms with windows open

•

Pool covers will be used each night (if fitted)

7.0

WASTE DISPOSAL
All waste must be disposed of by a licensed waste disposal company.
Normal waste is removed by the Local Authority or its approved sub-contractor.
The following types of waste are not classed as “Normal” and must be removed from the centre by
a company who holds a licence to remove that category of waste.

8.0

•

Sunbed and fluorescent tubes

•

Washroom waste

•

Certain types of chemical spillages - refer to COSHH Data Sheets for more information

PLANT & MACHINERY - MAINTENANCE
All plant and machinery will be maintained in accordance with a Planned Preventative
Maintenance (PPM) programme.
This will ensure that plant operates at the correct level of efficiency and design parameters.
Records of the PPM work will be kept.
Pool dosing systems will be calibrated as specified by the manufacturer and in accordance with the
ISO 9000 Quality System. This will ensure pool chemicals are used effectively and minimise the
possibility of any waste due to over dosing.
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Correct operation of the dosing system will ensure that air pollution by Nitrogen Trichloride is
controlled.

9.0

Chemicals / solvents used in any of the maintenance operations must be used in accordance with
the manufactures instructions. Spillages and disposal of the containers must be actioned in
accordance with the COSHH data sheet.
Where possible water based products must be used as opposed to solvent based products (i.e.
paint, contact adhesive)
POOL CHEMICALS

9.1

Storage
All pool chemicals must be stored in accordance with any manufacturers instructions and COSHH
data sheets.
The incorrect storage of some pool chemicals may result in a chemical reaction that could produce
toxic gases.
Good housekeeping rules must therefore be followed at all times.

9.2

Spillage’s
Accidental spillage’s of pool chemicals should be cleared up immediately, following the
instructions contained in the COSHH sheets, which also details the method of disposal.
Precautions must be made to prevent any pool chemicals from entering the sewers or drain system.
Gullies/drain covers must be covered/protected if there is a possibility of chemicals entering the
drain system, until the spillage has been cleared up.

9.3

Mixing
When mixing chemicals great care must be taken. Mixing must follow the manufacturers
instructions and if dry acid and HTH are used in the treatment process great care must be
exercised so that the two chemicals are not accidentally mixed together. Any accident resulting in
the release of toxic gases must be treated with extreme caution. The area must be immediately
evacuated and the emergency services contacted.

9.4

Disposal of Drums/Packaging
Empty pool chemical drums/packaging should be disposed of as “General Waste”.
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REFUSE SACKS
When purchasing refuse sacks the following should be noted
•

They are made from re-cycled material

•

They are biodegradable

11

USE OF WATER
To minimise the amount of water used the following steps must be taken:
•

Keep introduction of fresh pool water to a sensible minimum, consistent with maintaining water
quality. (Any contract conditions would also need to be considered).

•

Where fitted, pool covers must be used at night to reduce evaporation and heat loss
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•

Pool water temperature to be regularly checked - see relevant Procedures

•

Leaks/ Dripping taps to be reported immediately and rectified
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Appendix G- Vista Landscape Management Ltd
Environmental Policy Statements
Environmental Policy & Strategy
Actions and Initiatives
Vista continue to improve on existing quality related initiatives, in line with their current
ISO 9001:2000 accreditation status.
The plan and target is for Vista to also achieve formal accreditation to BSI ISO 14001
environmental standard by March 2007 and work continues with qualified third parties to
achieve this goal.
Vista’s Environmental policy and Environmental Management Systems continue to be
monitored and reviewed with aims and objectives set to practically implement
improvements and to take action to control/reduce adverse environmental effects.
Vista’s review also includes for any requirement for the integration of Cannon’s and City
of Westminster environmental policies and procedures for example Local Agenda 21
and the draft Open Spaces Strategy, to achieve community environmental protection
and well-being.

WRAP and Composting Projects
In terms of the Government sponsored Waste Recycling Action Plan, and in particular
the composting of Green Waste, Vista has invested time and money in the techniques
and resources needed to turn the green waste product from its clients into compost,
suitable for the commercial market.
This has involved staff attending courses and making application for grants to be able to
‘kick-start’ this process for the organisation.
The actual aim is to be able to compost increasing and significant amounts of compost,
from green waste generated by the service, and this will be done on site (where
appropriate), or more likely on selected agricultural / horticultural land, and the resulting
product will be used to grow plant material and incorporate into environmental landscape
improvement schemes.
In order to do this Vista would aim to produce compost in line with the guidelines set out
by The Composting Association of which Vista is a member.
This would ultimately mean that the composted product would meet PAS 100, B.S.
standards, and be an accredited material for use on behalf of its clients. This would be a
significant achievement in the degree of sustainability of the company’s service
operations, and set a standard for the landscaping industry.
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APPENDIX 4.2A POLICY STATEMENT: – ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARD,

VISTA LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
ENVIRONMENTAL & QUALITY MANUAL
Issue: 3

ISO 14001

Page 1 of 2

Company Profile - Environmental Management

Vista are committed to continually reduce the impact of our business on the
environment, having operated an Environmental Management System since 2000
we are seeking to achieve formal accreditation to ISO 14001 2004 by March 2007.
Vista provide Horticultural Landscaping, Grounds Maintenance and related services
to a range of public and commercial clients on a contractual basis and also ad-hoc
works. Vista recognise environmental management as being a critical success factor
for both business in the short term and long term strategy
Environmental Issues
As a Company involved in horticultural and waste management
processes, we have environmental issues to address on an on-going
basis and we have identified a number of these issues as being
significant with respect to the environment both locally and on a wider
scale.
•

WASTE

We strive to reduce waste to a minimum where unavoidable waste is produced, we ensure
that or sent for re-cycling with the remainder disposed of by reputable, specialist
waste sub-contractors. In particular all green waste is sent to our composting
facility.
•

OUR SUPPLIERS

Strive to reduce the content of polluting substances and as new products become available
adopt their use.

To use approved specialist sub-contractors for the collection of waste to ensure no
harmful effluent enters drainage systems.
We will examine the environmental probity of our suppliers and seek to work with them to
improve our performance.
•

TRANSPORT/MACHINERY

We will investigate alternative vehicles/fuels/machinery and seek to reduce fuel usage and air
pollution.
•

UTILITIES /FUEL/WATER

Where we consume energy and water we will try to improve efficiency in all these
areas.
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•

STATIONERY

On consideration of the impact of paper on the worlds timber resources, we
have decided that the products used will be from managed and sustained
sources and when possible use the computer system to store and record
information rather than use paper.
OTHER ISSUES
We endeavour to advise our Clients on the best environmental options when tendering for
work.
Through our Health and Safety Management System, we seek to ensure that the
infrastructure and working environment for our employees and visitors is acceptable,
systematically reviewed and maintained within current legislative requirements.
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VISTA LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
ENVIRONMENTAL & QUALITY MANUAL
Issue: 2
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APPENDIX 4.2A POLICY STATEMENT: – ENVIRONMENTAL
STANDARD, ISO 14001

Page 2 of 2

Vista Landscape Management Policy and Management
Programme
Environmental Policy
The abilities and security of Vista Landscape Management, together with everyone
associated with them ultimately depends on its ability to provide goods and services within
an environmentally sound work frame for setting targets and reviewing objectives as part of
an on going continuous improvement programme.
To achieve this consistently and efficiently, we operate an Environment Management
System, which meets the requirements of ISO 14001 and covers all our operations.
It is the policy of Vista Landscape Management to:
• Prevent pollution, and work to reduce ozone depleting substances in line with the
Montreal Protocol, current EC Regulations and national legislation.
• Minimise waste and the consumption of resources materials, fuel and energy.
• Foster a sense of responsibility for the environment amongst our staff and
subcontractors.
• Assess, monitor and where possible reduce to a minimum the impact of our activities on
the environment.
• Ensure all waste generated is, where possible, re-cycled or disposed of responsibly.
• Minimise the environmental effects of materials sourcing by evaluating the probity of our
suppliers and encouraging our Clients to select environmentally responsible materials.

• Environmental objectives are set monitored and then reviewed at
management review meetings and management ensure they are known to all
employees.
• Maintain a system to detect deviations from our stated policy and targets and to respond
with the appropriate corrective or preventive action.
• Continually strive to improve our performance and prevent pollution.
• Ensure that management, staff and subcontractors all act in accordance with the policy
and in compliance with the requirements of ISO 14001.
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Management Programme

Our Management Programme addresses the significant environmental issues
detailed earlier, and sets out the actions required to attain continual improvement in
our environmental performance and the next submission will address and any
significant changes in our operations.
Vista Environmental Monitoring/Data
We monitor the following criteria to track our performance and assist us to
respond to any adverse trends that are detected.
• Waste Re-cycled / Disposal
• To minimise the level of waste materials or consumables and to recycle in line
with our objectives.
• Clients
• To work with clients to review equipment / services and make proposals that will
reduce environmental impact.
• Electricity Usage
• To reduce electricity consumption by switching off electrical equipment not in use
in line with our objectives.
• Stationery / Consumables
• To ensure that materials are obtained from managed sustainable sources and
are environmentally friendly.
• Transport

• To reduce fuel usage or mileage and investigate alternative vehicles / fuels, in
line with our objectives.

M. Bateman - Managing Director
October 2006
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1.

WASTE DISPOSAL/COMPOSTING

Objective

Target

Actions

Completion Date

Responsible

2.
Reduce amount of
waste dumped.

2.1.
Investigate 90% recycling Green waste.

2.1.1. Investigate planning and land for composting/
recycling. Nursery provision to grow own plant materials
2.1.2. Apply for WRAP Grant.

complete

MB

To compost increasing and significant amounts
of green waste generated by the service, and this
will be done on site, where possible,

Produce compost in line with the guidelines set
out by The Composting Association.
To meet PAS 100, B.S. standards, and be an
accredited material for use on behalf of its
clients.

complete but
unsuccessful
2.1.3 Prepare full budgets and action programme for Purchase complete
of land/site/machinery/set up costs
complete
2.1.4 Purchase site
complete &
2.1.5 Operating Programme 1, 3 & 5 years
review due 07/07
2.1.6 Investigate obtain relevant planning permissions
2.1.7 Retain Composting Assoc Membership.
2.1.8 Investigate further Grant availability
2.1.9 Invest in staff resources with regards to composting and
growing techniques to produce compost, suitable for the
commercial market
2.1.10 Trial chipping machine for on site reduction of green
waste
2.1.11 Submit proposals to Clients for use of suitable Depot
areas for chipping operations.
2.1.12 Prepare cost proposals for purchase of machine/s

2.2
All bedding plants to be composted rather than
dumped.

MB
MB

Complete
Complete
July 2007
ongoing

MB/Consultant
LW
MB/Consultant

Aug 06

Manager

Oct 06

Manager/MB

Oct 06

Manager/MB

2.3.1
Inform staff of policy.
Ongoing
Where requested provide plants free of charge to members of
the public.
2.3
2.4.1
General waste to be recycled where possible.
Inform staff.
Ongoing
Green waste and Glass to be separated before
2.4.2
tipping.
Instruct drivers.
2.4
2.5.1
Maintain compliance with Duty of Care Maintain Licence via Environment Agency
Ongoing
Regulations for Controlled Waste
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MB
MB

Supervisors
Managers

All Staff
Drivers
LW

2.5
Recycling

2.5.1
Paper
Print Cartridges
Mobile Phones
Computers
2.6 Reduce use of Plastic Bags use reusable bags 2.6.1 Reduce purchase of Plastic bags by a further 10,000 to
where possible
end March 07.

2. VEHICLE FLEET & FUEL USE
Objective
Target
1. Reduce Fuel usage
& use greener fuel

1.1
Ensure any petrol used for Machinery is
unleaded
1.2
Reduce use of vehicles.
1.3
Ensure vehicles are full before driving to the tip,
where possible.
1.4
Continue defensive driver course as a 5%
reduction in fuel consumption per vehicle is
possible following training.
1.5 Feasibility of Electric Vehicles Use

Actions

Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
March 2007

Completion
Date

1.1.1
Advise all drivers that unleaded fuel to be use.
1.2.1
All staff to report in by telephone every morning.
Instructions to be placed in Garden Files.
1.3.1
Continue to verbally communicate requirement to drivers.
1.6.1
All permanent drivers have currently received training.
Further training under regular review.

1.6 Review Vehicle Fleet & Renewal of
replacement options for x 5 vehicles

1.8.1 Compile data, costs etc, investigate possible part funding
by Clients
1.9.1 Reduce dependence on fuel replacement vehicles to be
hybrid or full electric

Objective

Target

Actions

3.
Minimise complaints
about noise caused by
operating

3.1
Machinery only to be used in the correct way
and at the proper times.

3.1.1.
Staff to be reminded on proper operating procedure and
acceptable use of machinery.
3.1.2

Ongoing

Supervisors/All

Responsible
MB
Managers
All staff

Ongoing
LW
All Drivers
Ongoing
LW
Ongoing

10/06

MB/DJ

10//06

MB/LW

3. NOISE
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Completion Date

Responsible

Ongoing

Supervisors

practices.
Maintain
current H&S practices.

New staff to be trained in correct use of machinery.
3.2 Older machinery to be replaced by quieter
equipment on a programmed basis

3.2.1
Investigate newer, quieter machinery on the market

Ongoing

Managers

Completion Date

Responsible

complete

Managers

Ongoing

Managers

Oct 06

LW

Completion Date

Responsible

Ongoing

All

Ongoing

All

Oct 2006

All

4. PESTICIDES
Objective
4.
Review
stocks.

chemical

Keep accident risk
from pesticides at a
minimum

Target

Actions

4.1 Take action to rationalise stock against
requirements.
4.2
Continue to follow Health & Safety regulations
concerning pesticides.

4.1.1.
Take surplus stock to authorised recipient.
and Ongoing
4.2.1
Ensure all staff handling pesticides are Certificated &
properly trained and aware of all current regulations.
4.2.2 Issue of updated Pesticide Policy & Procedures

5. WATER
Objective

Target

Actions

5. Reduce volume of
water used

5.1
Take practical action to conserve water

5.1.1
Communicate requirement of continual vigilance by all staff
to :
- Immediately report faulty equipment & leaks
- Use of Intermittent sprinklers, Use of P4
- Water in the evenings to reduce evaporation

5.2
Review current practices and improvements

5.2.1 Review equipment used / available
Sites suitable for recycling butts?

6. PURCHASING
Objective

Target

Actions

Completion Date

Responsible

6.
Promote use of
environmentally

6.1 Use of organic materials where possible

6.1.1 Purchase of organic compost
Promotion of organic materials when completing quotations.
No peat products purchased

Ongoing

Managers
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friendly materials
6.2 Reduce packaging used on Bedding supplies

6.2.1 Return planting trays to suppliers for recycling

6.3 Purchase of improved environmentally
friendly products.
6.4 As equipment is replaced use energy saving
devices i.e. light bulbs and electrical equipment
for office use to be energy saving.

6.3.1 Order requisition to request environmentally efficient
alternatives.
6.4.1 Rated no lower than b where possible

7.
Target

Actions

7.
Promote and enhance
environmental
awareness amongst
staff.

7.1
Ensure Vista Staff are aware of EMS and it’s
impact.

7.1.1.
Communicate objectives, good pracrtice.

7.2 Take an active role in promoting Public
Awareness and Interest in environmental issues.

8.1 Reduce use of paper

8.2 Reduce use of electricity.

9.
Promote & enhance
environmental
awareness amongst
Clients.

9.1
Offer alternative suggestions
schemes, ways to attract wildlife.

for

Supervisors
Buyers

Ongoing

Buyers

Completion
Date

Responsible

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

Objective

8.
Investigate &
promote energy
saving at Offices

Ongoing
Ongoing

planting

9.2
Take an active role in promoting Public
Awareness and Interest and Environmental issues.

7.1.2.
Include any Environmental initiatives/instructions issued by
Clients.
7.1.3. Ask staff for suggestions & include Environmental
issues on agendas for staff meetings.
8.1.1
Extend use of e-mail facility to depots to transmit data and
reduce printed correspondence.
Use recycled paper where possible
8.1.2
Use of energy saving light bulbs
Staff to adhere to “Not required switch it off” practice
regarding electrical items.
9.1.1
When discussing Clients requirements ensure environmental
impacts are covered. Offer alternative costed proposals i.e.
hand weeding against using chemicals, recommend drought
resistant plants.
Liaise with external agencies as necessary.
9.2.1Include Environmental related questions on Customer
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On-Going

MB
LW
Managers
Supervisors
Managers

Complete

LW

Ongoing

MB/LW
Managers

Ongoing

Ongoing

LW

feedback forms.

8.

ISO 14001 ACCREDITATION

Objective

Target

Actions

8.
Obtain BSI ISO
14001 Environmental
Accreditation

8.1
Formal accreditation for the processes we have in
place and in line with our Quality Assurance for
Service Provision

8.1.1.
Meet with Consultant to advise on implementation &
timescales
8.1.2
Implement & track project programme.
8.13 External Audit
8.14 Formal Accreditation
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Completion
Date

Responsible

Complete

ALL

Ongoing
12/06
03/07

Appendix H- Sports Development Plan
Paddington Recreation Ground
Aim:
• To provide greater sports opportunities for young people and to make physical activity part of their
everyday life
•

To encourage and increase sustained participation and provide opportunities for social inclusion
groups

•

To provide opportunities for coaches to develop & encourage new coaches to become qualified and
assist in improving the standard locally

City of Westminster & London Plan for Sport & Physical Activity
Aim:
• Contribute to raising the levels of participation in sport and active recreation across the region by 1%
each year.
•

Maximising opportunities for sport and physical activity through effective and sustainable partnerships

•

Helping to overcome barriers and enabling excluded or hard-to-reach groups to take part

•

Providing opportunities and incentives for people in workplace settings to build activity into their daily
routine

•

Helping children and young people make physical activity part of their everyday life

•

Developing the potential within organisations and individuals to achieve personal and sporting success

•

Changing attitudes by raising awareness of the economic, educational, social and health benefits of
sport and physical activity

This development plan will reflect the needs of community and will be adapted to cater for the wider
development of the community. The plan will be reviewed quarterly ensuring a co-ordinated and
comprehensive structure occurs, which will be both viable and sustainable
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Club Development

A recent survey showed that only 33 sports clubs officially reside in
the City of Westminster compared to other local authorities

Football
Promote potential facilities to evolve these into
sustainable junior football club

where there are 2,500 clubs with a similar population of

routes for young
people / school

Look at evolving current provision into sustainable exit
routes for schools, youth clubs and the local community

200,000

To provide sustainable exit

children linking
them into a

A club and coach leadership strategy has been in place in the City
of Westminster since 2002 and with a 5 year rolling plan,

Encourage and assist clubs in marketing and
programming club time to schools

sustainable club
infra-structure

investigations throughout the implementation have
To develop and support clubs to achieve the FA’s

identified the need for FTE sports coaches.

Charter Standard Award,
Within the Paddington Recreation Ground:

Enable children and young
people to develop
and sustain a

Football
Facility is currently utilised by the following community Football
providers:
London Tigers: 2 hours per week (juniors); 18 hours per year
(seniors)
Paddington Juniors: 160 hours per year (junior league); 200 hours
per year (junior camps)
st

WEST: 3 hours per week (13 – 17 year olds) as from 1 April 2005
South Kilburn New Deals: 4 hours per week (BME Groups)
London FC.com: 12 – 15 hours per week (11 a-side league); 6 hours
per week (6 a-side league)

Tennis
Promote potential facilities to evolve these into
sustainable junior tennis club
Encourage and assist clubs in marketing and
programming club time to schools
Cricket
Look into the feasibility of establishing a junior / senior
Cricket Club
To set up and establish an after school clubs / sessions
Link to the newly establish club at Regents Park, London
Tigers and Capital Kids Cricket.
Basketball / Netball
With the inclusion of a full size floodlit pitch the site

Tennis

becomes a possible training facility for:

No constituted junior / senior club established at Paddington

•
•

Recreation Ground. Nearest clubs are Regents Park
Tennis Centre & Paddington Sports Club

Hyde Park
Poly Netball

Development of a junior Netball league or the
establishment of a junior club or usage for an after school
Netball club

Cricket

lifelong interest in
sports
volunteering

5 % per year increase the
number of
accredited
coaches,
volunteers and
officials within the
City of
Westminster.

5% per year increase the
number of
constituted and
National
Governing Body

The closest club which is being established is situated at Regents
Park, this will be opened in 2005
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Hockey
Hampstead & Westminster Hockey are looking at
establishing a junior holiday programme

affiliated sports
clubs within the
City of

Basketball / Netball

Utilising new pitches for possible hockey training

Westminster.

Promotion of Girls

Inconsistent provision for Girls within London due to a lack of
female coaches and provisions for females

Sport

Football
To continue to submit a teams with LYG and improve on
placing and participation from these events.

10% Increase the number
of female
participants within

To provide substantial exit routes for participants through
Actual Soccer, London Tigers, QPR, Chelsea, Mill Hill
and the Amateur Football Alliance

Within the Paddington Recreation Ground:

Football

Greater pool of qualified female football coaches

Inconsistent provision for Girls Football within London due to a lack
of female football coaches and provisions for females

10% Increase the number
of female only

A regular established Girls Football session(s) within the
Paddington Recreation Ground. Linking to Girls Football
activity within the Royal Parks.

No Girls Football development currently organised at Paddington

sports activities

10% Increase in the
Development of girls only Football sessions with
Paddington Juniors & London Tigers

Recreation Ground

sport

number of
qualified and

Tennis
To continue to integrate the current Tennis provision and
utilising the base to develop a junior tennis club

Ad hoc usage by girls for Football

Lack of female Football coaches within Westminster and central
London

Facilities are utilised for primary & secondary school girls Football
leagues and competitions

Cricket
In partnership with Middlesex Cricket establish regular
Cricket sessions for girls within the borough
Build on the strong existing relationship with Middlesex
for female provisions and utilise NGB representation
Need to develop local female cricket coaches

Tennis
Mixed gender courses & programmes are readily available at the
Paddington Recreation Ground.

Basketball / Netball
Link to schools and local youth clubs to establish &
develop, local Netball initiatives within the new facility
Hockey
Development of a junior girls Hockey league, linking to
the senior women’s team and regional competitions

Cricket
No Cricket development occurring at Paddington Recreation
Ground, there are strong links between Middlesex Cricket
and Westminster Secondary Schools
e.g. Grey Coat Hospital School

Basketball / Netball
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No Basketball / Netball development occurring at Paddington
Recreation Ground for Girls

Greater links with primary, secondary schools, youth
clubs & neighbouring boroughs to develop the girls only
provision
Athletics
Develop a female / girls only running club around
Paddington Recreation Ground

accredited female
sports coaches

Partnership Work

Football
Close relationship with the London FA, the Middlesex County
Football Association, Football Foundation and London
Active Partnership

Continued development of partnership work – providing
an extensive programme of physical activity and exercise
programmes targeting the general population and specific
groups (disability provision) and access to affordable high
quality sport & leisure activities.
Invite Schools, Clubs / User groups to be part of the Club
User Steering group

Links with Community Clubs:

Invite schools to be part of
the Schools
Steering group by
May / June 2005

Invite Clubs / User groups

•

Actual Soccer

to be part of the

•

London Tigers

Club User

•

WEST

Steering group by

•

Paddington Juniors

August /
September 2005

Links with professional clubs:
Groups to meet on a

•

Arsenal

•

Queens Park Rangers

quarterly basis

•

Chelsea

throughout the

•

Fulham

year

Ad hoc links with local youth clubs & community organisations

Formation of steering groups
that meet on a regular basis
to discuss provisions within
Paddington Recreation
Ground.

Strong links with South Kilburn New Deals

Tennis
Close relationship with the Middlesex Lawn Tennis Association and
London Active Partnership. Links with local clubs:
•

Paddington Sports Club

•

Regents Park Tennis Centre

•

Will to Win

•

Westway

Strong links within Primary & Secondary Schools

Cricket
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Possible Schools Steering
group:
•
St Joseph’s RC
•
Essendine
•
St George’s RC
•
St Augustines Primary
•
St Augustines
Secondary
•
College Park
•
Abercorn Primary
•
WPSSA representative
•
School Sports Coordinators
Possible Club User Steering
group
•
North Paddington Boys
•
London Tigers

PE & School Sport

Football

Increase the percentage of
The ownership of this section of delivery this plan will be
for the To raise the standards in sport and PE across
schools by developing a sporting culture that encourages
both wide participation and pathways to excellence

Strong links between clubs and schools
e.g.
Curriculum based

Lack of existing junior competitions regionally

Continue work with primary & secondary schools to
Strong links with community based clubs

Primary & Secondary inter school Football competitions

England who
spend a minimum
of two hours each

assist them in successfully achieving

week on high

‘Activemark’, ‘Activemark Gold’,

quality PE and

‘Sportsmark’ FA’s Charter Standard and

school within and

‘Awards for All, SGS and JKS

beyond the

Primary & Secondary School usage of the facility during curriculum
time equates to approximately 40% of the available between

school children in

curriculum to 75%
Charter Standard, SGS, JKS

by 2006

9am – 3pm per week
Utilise the Paddington Recreation Ground in
continuing and providing a quality facility to further
develop and expand current schools competition.

Tennis
Regular communication with primary schools

Improve the quality of
teaching,
coaching and
learning in PE and

Not utilised for local primary school PE

school sport that
will ensure a 10%

There is provision through the Community Tennis Partnership (CTP)

increased in

and outreach work from Will to Win which targets local

teaching occurs

primary schools

for Newly
Qualifed Teachers

Ad hoc usage by private schools

(NQTs), Adults
other than

Cricket

Teachers (AOTTs).

Strong interest within primary schools in the local area
30% of young people and
Primary school competitions in the past have utilised the synthetic

children involved

pitches rather than existing Cricket provision, due to

in the new

Cricket Pitch and Cricket Nets not meeting Health & Safety

provision guided

regulations
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into quality clubs
from school sport

Basketball / Netball

programme.

Out of School Hours
Learning

Link to the site to programmes/initiatives locally and
nationally.

Football

is Public Service

Community Football Night every Friday from 6 – 9pm. The
e.g.

programme targets young people between the ages of 13 –

Active Sports,

19 years old.

After School Clubs,
Holiday Provision,

Work with Westminster School Sports Partnership
Programme, the Westminster Primary Schools
Association and the Secondary Schools PE Network in
attaining the 2 hours of PE and Sport entitlement at
Paddington Recreation Ground.

2 hours per week (juniors)

Sports Leagues

18 hours per year (seniors)

Agreement Target
owned by the
Westminster
Schools Sports

London Tigers

Weekend provision,

This Performance Indicator

Link to programmes such as the NOF – Out of School
Hours Learning, NOF - PE & Sport and Positive Futures

Partnership, and
Westminster City

Link to existing club and newly developed provision out of
hours

Council to
increase the

Paddington Juniors
Link to London Youth Games training to improve
performance levels within the borough

160 hours per year (junior league)

percentage of
young people in

200 hours per year (junior camps)
Develop existing holiday provision linking to Children
Young People Service, Youth Service and surrounding
provision

WEST
st
3 hours per week (13 – 17 year olds) as from 1 April 2005

Identify programmes around cross cutting themes:
•
Health
•
Social Inclusion
•
Education
•
National & Regional Sporting issues

South Kilburn New Deals
4 hours per week (BME Groups)

England who
spend a minimum
of two hours each
week on high
quality PE and
school sport
within and beyond

London FC.com

the curriculum to

12 – 15 hours per week (11 a-side league)

75% by 2006 and

6 hours per week (6 a-side league)

85% by 2008.

Tennis

In additional Westminster

After school Tennis lessons / sessions equate to approximately 24
hours per year

City Council has a
stretched Local
Area Agreement of

Junior Tennis programmes equates to 135 hours per year

Sporting Provision
where we have a
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Cricket

Cricket Nets have been utilised for Westminster’s Active Sports
initiative

stretch PSA
Target of 93% of 2
hours each week

Disability Sport
Football

Improve correspondence with:

No programmed provision for disabled users

•
•
•

Tennis
No programmed provision for disabled users

Local Special Needs Schools & Colleges
Liaise with the London Sports Forum
Link to local disability programmes e.g. Tuesday
Club, QPR Football programme

Correspondence to go out
to all appropriate
agencies prior to
facilities being

Cricket

fully operational –

No programmed provision for disabled users

June 2006

Basketball / Netball
No programmed provision for disabled users
Hockey
No programmed provision for disabled users
Athletics
No programmed provision for disabled users
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Targeted Groups e.g.
BME

Paddington Recreation Grounds location makes it a very open
access facility, with high usage from multi-cultural groups
with low social demographics

The new facilities will allow the Paddington Recreation
Ground to continue to provide an opened access
programme, which targets all groups within the
community of Westminster

Targeted programmes include:
Friday Night Community Football targets young people 13 – 19
years old causing anti-social behaviour

London Tigers targets young people from all a variety of Asian
backgrounds.

South Kilburn New Deals targets young people from BME groups in
Brent & North Westminster

FACILITIES
Football

2 x synthetic 11 a-side pitches

2 x synthetic 11 a-side pitches (water based & sand

2 x tarmac 5 a-side pitches

1st December 2005

based)
2 x tarmac 5 a-side pitches astro
rd
1 x 3 Generation pitches mini soccer pitch
rd
2 x 3 Generation pitches 5 a side
1st December 2005

6 x Astro turf flood lit courts

6 x Astro turf flood lit courts

9 x tarmac courts

4 x tarmac courts floodlit

4 x Cricket Nets

4 x Cricket Nets floodlit

1 x Village Green

1 x Village Green

Basketball / Netball

2 x tarmac OBI sites / 5 a-sides

1 x tarmac multi use Basketball / Netball floodlit

1st December 2005

Hockey

1 x sand based pitch

1 x sand based pitch

Ongoing development

Tennis

Cricket
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1st May 2006

1 x water based pitch

1 x water based pitch
Possible training pitches:
rd
2 x 3 Generation pitches 5 a side

Athletics

Bowling Green

1 x 400m running track

1 x 400m running track

2 x Long Jump pit

2 x Long Jump pit

1 x Bowling Green

Awaiting for confirmation of future development

Ongoing development

Awaiting confirmation

Possibilities include:
Floodlit Tennis Courts

Village Green

1 x Cricket Wicket

1 x Cricket Wicket

Used also for:

Used also for:

Softball / Rounders

Softball / Rounders

School Sports Days

School Sports Days
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Ongoing development

Appendix I- Environmental Area Plan
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Appendix J- Operational Forms
ENVIRONMENTAL ISO 14001 PROGRAMME CONTROL FORM
PREPARED BY

KF/LW/MB

CIRCULATION

MF,LW,MB,PH,DJ,DG

DATE UPDATED

11/06

TASK
REF

COMPLETION DATE

TASK

RESOURCES
NAME

PAGES NO.

03/07

DAYS

PLANNED DATE
(IF REQUIRED)
START
FINISH

1 of 1
SIGNED
OFF
DATE

1.

EQ DS REVIEW

KF

1

April 06

May 06

05/06 LW

2.

SETUP ON SYSTEM. EQ DS

MF, LW

2

May 06

June 06

06/06 LW

3.

COSHH UPDATE

KF/LW/PH/DJ

2

Feb 06

Aug 06

08/06 LW

4.

LIST SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS &
EVALUATE

KF/LW/MB/PH/
DJ

1

May 06

May 06

06/06 LW

5.

ESTABLISH TARGETS/OBJ

MB/LW

1

May 06

May 06

06/06 LW

5a.

ESTABLISH LEVELS/DATUMS,

KF/LW

1

June 06

July 06

07/06 LW

SETUP MONITORING

LW

2

June 06

July 06

07/06 LW

6.

RISK ASESSMENT OF
SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS

KF/LW/MB

1

May 06

June 06

06/06 LW

7.

TRAINING – EXPLANATION
14001

KF/LW

2

July 06

Oct 06

10/06 LW

POLICY STATEMENT

KF/LW

1

July 06

July 06

07/06 LW

SUB CONTRACTORS,

LW/MB

1

July 06

July 06

07/06 LW

PROCEDURES,

KF/LW

1

July 06

TRAINING RECORDS

LW

2

July 06

July 06

07/06 LW

IMPLEMENT PROCEDURES

All Personnel

5

Sept 06

Sep 06

09/06 LW

DESIGN

MB/LW

1/2

Sept 06

CONTRACT REVIEW

MB/LW/PH/DJ

1/2

Sept 06

Sep 06

09/06 LW

PURCHASING

1

Sept 06

Sep 06

09/06
LW

PURCHASING SUB CONTRACT

MB/LW/PH/DJ/
NB
MB/LW/PH/DJ

1/2

Sept 06

PROCESS ACTIVITIES / REPORTING

ALL / SUBS.

2

Sept 06

RECYCLING

LW

5

June 06

WASTE DISPOSAL

LW/MB

2

June 06

VEHICLE ROUTINGS ETC

PH/DJ

2

June 06

10.

AUDIT OF E SYSTEMS

KF/LW

2

Oct 06

11.

MANAGEMENT REVIEW

MB/LW/PH/DJ

1

Nov 06

Nov 06

12/06 LW

12.

GLOBAL QUOTE

LW/KF

X

Mar 06

April 06

04/06 LW

GLOBAL APPLICATION

MB/LW

X

April 06

April 06

04/06 LW

ASSESSMENT DAY DESKTOP
ASSESSMENT

LW/KF

X

Dec 06

DATE

Nov 2006

ISSUE

3

8.

9.

APPROVED BY

LW
100

101

102

Appendix K- Park Usage Report (2006/07)
APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

TOTAL

268

3,346

2,878

1,896

1,492

1,082

744

330

578

920

13,534

3,612

3,508

3,204

2,856

3,322

2,160

1,772

1,208

626

736

1,084

28,294

108

114

99

120

93

33

12

11

33

92

276

278

228

148

91

253

310

370

193

397

284

340

1,513

1,363

1,395

1,519

1,558

1,435

1,401

1,040

1,450

1,345

1,507

19

36

33

TENNIS OPEN
TAR
TOTAL

-

-

TENNIS ASTRO
TOTAL

4,206

CRICKET NETS
TOTAL

-

-

715

TRACK
TOTAL

3,168

GYM
TOTAL

1,484

17,010

BOWLS
TOTAL

-

1

5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

89

-

3

1

-

-

3

1

17

GYM
INDUCTION
TOTAL

OTHER

SCHOOLS
CRICKET
MATCH

196

2,506

-

2

2

363

554

438

300

672

594

229

138

58

494

227

2,123

3,482
.

4,110

56

1,985

2,120

3,323

1,208

2,256

2,125

2,863

49

46

64

57

25

TOTAL
USE

-

-

-

-

-

-

4,263

28,157

241

95,488
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Appendix L- Park PPM Plan
Location: 271010300

CANNONS - PADDINGTON REC
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Equipment Location:
FLOOD LIGHT CONTROLS

476D

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

-

-

-

-

06-M

-

MAIN BOILERS

483

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

GARAGE EXTRACT FANS

546

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

COLD WATER STORAGE TANK

573

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

VALVES IN ALL BUILDINGS

581

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Equipment Location:

AQUACAIR

WATER RISK ASSESSMENT

585

Equipment Location:

BOWLING GREEN PAVILION

RADIANT HEATER

568

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

03-M

-

SMALL POWER DISTRIBUTION
BOARD

570

-

-

-

-

06-M

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

HOT WATER HEATER

572

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

Equipment Location:

CAFE

LTHW BOILER

503

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

BOILER CONTROLS

504

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

LTHW PUMP

505

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-
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Location: 271010300

CANNONS - PADDINGTON REC
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

COLD WATER STORAGE TANK

505A

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

DISTRIBUTION BOARD

506

-

-

-

-

06-M

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

GENERAL LIGHTING

506A

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

OUTSIDE LIGHTING CONTROLS & TI

507

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

CALORIFIER

508

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-

CONSTANT TEMP PUMP

509

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-

LOW LEVEL RADIATORS AND VALVE

509A

-

12-M

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

EXTRACT SYSTEM

510

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

03-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

Equipment Location:

CRECHE

LTHW BOILER

588

Equipment Location:

FOOTBALL PITCHES

8-5 A-SIDE PITCH LIGHTS

476B

Equipment Location:

GENERAL AREA

70-PATHWAY LIGHTIN

476A

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

03-M

-

EMERGENCY LIGHTING

524

-

03-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

-

-

06-M

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

-

Equipment Location:

MAIN PAVILION

LIGHTING & POWER DIST BOARD

478

-
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Location: 271010300

CANNONS - PADDINGTON REC
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

GAS FIRED CALORIFIER

480

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

HWS PUMP

481

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-

BOILER CONTROLS

485

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

COLD WATER STORAGE TANK

486

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

HEATING PUMP

489

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-

GYM EXTRACT FAN

491

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

EMERGENCY GAS VALVE

492

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

SHOWER CONTROLS

493

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

SHOWER EXTRACT FANS

494

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

BUILDING RADIATORS

494A

-

12-M

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SHOWERS

495

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-

CALORIFIER CONTROLS

511

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

SHOWER RADIATORS

512

-

12-M

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

CONTROL VALVES

513

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

Equipment Location:

PUBLIC TOILETS

LTHW BOILER

535

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

EXPANSION TANK

536

-

12-M

-

-

-

-

-

06-M

-

-

-

-
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Location: 271010300

CANNONS - PADDINGTON REC
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

COLD WATER STORAGE TANK

537

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

CURTAIN RADIATORS

538

-

12-M

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

CONSTANT TEMP PUMP

539

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-

Equipment Location:

VISTA BUILDING

GARAGE EXTRACT FAN

545

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

LIGHTING CONTROLS &
CONTACTORS

548

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

LIGHTING & POWER DIST BOARD

549

-

-

-

-

06-M

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

LTHW BOILER

551

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

LTHW BOILER CONTROLS

552

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

HWS CIRC PUMP

553

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-

COLD WATER STORAGE TANK

555

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

CONTROL VALVES

557

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

SHOWER HEAD VALVES

561

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12-M

-

SHOWER HEADS

562

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

12-M

-

EXTRACT FANS

563

-

12-M

-

-

03-M

-

-

06-M

-

-

03-M

-
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Appendix M- Grounds Maintenance Example Works Programme
Task code

Description

Frequency

Indicative
Quantity

Unit

Notes

Grass
21.1
21.1
21.1
21.1
21.6
21.6
21.2.1

Mow grass, ride on / max height 65mm min 20mm
Mow grass, ride on / max height 65mm min 20mm
Mow grass, pedestrian / max height 65mm min 20mm
Mow grass, pedestrian / max height 65mm min 20mm
Edge grass
Edge grass
Apply herbicide

50
2
50
2
50
2
1

36352
36352
5818
5818
17500
17500
42170

M2
M2
M2
M2
lin m
lin m
M2

March – December (Weekly)
January, February (Monthly)
March – December (Weekly)
January, February (Monthly)
March – December (Weekly)
January, February (Monthly)
October

21.3
21.4

Apply Spring fertiliser
Scarify/spike/hollow tine/slit

1
1 x 3 yrs

42170
8400

M2
M2

21.4

Top dress

1 x 3 yrs

8400

M2

21.8
21.8
33.1
34.3

Prepare and over-seed bare patches
Re- turf
Remove litter
Remove leaves

1
1
365
130

1250
75
42170
42170

M2
M2
M2
M2

21.5
21.6
21.6

Irrigate in dry conditions
Re-define edges, to hard surfaces
Edge channels/cultivate bases/apply herbicide

32
1
1

12170
10500
1500

M2
lin m
M2

April
1/5 to be completed every 3 yrs
Nov-Dec
1/5 to be completed every 3 yrs
Nov-Dec
November
November
Daily and as required
Feb – Oct Weekly / Nov – Jan
Daily
July, August, September
December - January
December - January

22.2
22.2
22.2
22.2
22.2
22.2

Seasonal Bedding
Cultivate / fertilise / edge
Supply and add compost
Plant summer bedding
Plant spring bedding
Irrigate bedding
Deadhead as necessary

2
1
1
1
12
16

62
62
62
62
62
62

M2
M2
M2
M2
M2
M2

110

May and October
May
June
October
July, August, September (weekly)
July, August, September, October
(weekly)

Weekly
Supervisor/Manager/Self
Check Initial with Date

Task code

Description

22.2

Hoe and weed

16

Indicative
Quantities
62

33.1

Remove leaves and litter

365

62

M2

22.2
22.2

Replace missing/ damaged plants
Throw back edges

2
16

5
66

M2
lin m

22.2
22.2

Apply pesticide
Edge beds using hand shears

3
16

62
20

M2
lin m

22.2.10
22.3

Replace Wooden/metal edging
Shrubberies
Hoe and weed (assume 30% of total area)

34

3080

M2

22.3

Apply herbicide (assume 30% of total area)

1

3080

M2

Jan, Feb monthly/Mar-Oct
weekly/Nov-Dec fortnightly
February

22.3
22.3
22.4

Apply fertiliser
Apply pesticide
Prune shrubs

1
1
1

3080
9240
9240

M2
M2
M2

April
February
As required

34.3
33.1
22.3

Remove leaves
Remove litter
Irrigate(assume 30% of total area)

130
365
17

9240
9240
3080

M2
M2
M2

22.3
22.3

Throw back edges

1
1

2500

lin m

Feb – Oct Weekly / Nov-Jan Daily
Daily and as required
June July August September
weekly
December
As necessary

22.3

Hoe and weed

34

15

M2

33.1
34.3
22.3
22.3

Remove litter
Remove leaves
Irrigate
Mulch

365
130
17
1

15
15
15

M2
M2
M2

Mulch
Mixed beds/Herbaceous areas

Frequency

111

Unit
M2

Notes
July, August, September, October
(weekly)
Daily and as necessary
As required
July, August, Sept, October
(weekly)
As required
July August September October
(weekly)
As necessary

Jan, Feb Monthly / Mar-Oct weekly
/ Nov-Dec Fortnightly
Daily and as necessary
Feb-Oct weekly/ Nov - Jan Daily
June-July-Aug-Sept / Weekly
As necessary

Weekly Supervisor/Manager/Self
Check Initial with Date

Task code

Description

Frequency

Indicative
Quantities

Unit

Notes

Hoe and weed

34

721

M2

Deadhead as necessary
Prune

1
4
130
365
17
21
2

721
721
721
721
721
721
721

M2
M2
M2
M2
M2
M2
M2

Jan, Feb monthly/Mar-Oct
weekly/Nov-Dec fortnightly
April
June, July, Aug, Sept (Monthly)
Feb – Oct weekly / Nov – Jan Daily
Daily and as necessary
June, July, Aug, Sept (weekly)
June July Aug Sept Oct (weekly)
February and November

21
1

721

M2

June July Aug Sept Oct (weekly)
As necessary

M2

May - June

Various species –cut at appropriate
times
December to February
Dec to Feb
Daily
Feb – Oct weekly / Nov - Jan Daily

Rose Beds
22.3
22.3
22.3
34.3
33.1
22.3
22.4
22.4

Add fertiliser
Apply pesticide
Remove leaves
Remove litter
Irrigate

22.4
22.3

Remove suckers
Mulch

21.1.11

Bulbs in grass areas
Cut back in stages

23.4

Formal hedges
Trim and remove clippings

23.4
23.4
33.1
34.3
25.1
25.1

Hoe and weed bases
Apply herbicide
Remove litter
Remove leaves
Trees
Remove fallen and broken branches
Report damage

3

597

lin m

1
1
365
130

597
597
597
597

M2
M2
M2
M2

365

1000
As necessary

112

Weekly Supervisor/Manager/Self
Check Initial with Date

Task
code

Description

Frequency

Indicative
Quantities

Unit

365

13215

M2

13215
13215

2

Notes

Hard surfaces –patios, paths, roadways, sand pits
33.1
33.6
33.10
45.2
33.4

Clear leaves and litter

39.1
33.11

Treat with herbicide to remove moss and weeds
Remove snow and apply grit
Clear gulleys /silt traps
Sweep back bark chippings
Artificial hard surfaces- Running track, Football (5 a
side) Football (large pitch), Tennis courts
Inspect daily for safety of surface
Remove litter and debris

38.2

Maintain line markings

40.2
48.2
43.5

35.2
35.3
35.3
37.1
36.1
36.1
36.2
37.1

Maintain pitches and courts
Maintain line markings in car park
Maintain sand pits
Children’s play areas
Inspect equipment and surfaces for safety risks and report
Remove litter and debris
Sweep back bark chippings/mulch from paths and relevel
Top up levels from stock
Trim trail areas
Remove litter and debris
Relevel wood chippings
Inspect equipment for safety risks and report
Top up levels from stock

2
5
12
365

M
M2

Daily as required
May and September
Nov – Feb
Monthly
Daily

M2
M2

365
365

As necessary
365

As manufacturer’s instruction
Remark as necessary

365

365

410

M2

Remove debris, sweep in sand, rake
level (Daily)

M2

M3

Daily prior to opening, if faulty, put
out of action and make secure
Daily prior to opening
Daily
As necessary

M3

As early as possible
As early as possible
As early as possible
As necessary

365
365

365
365
365

113

Weekly Supervisor/Manager/Self
Check Initial with Date

Task code

Description

Frequency

Indicative
Quantities

Unit

97
97

M2
M2
M2
M2

Notes

Bowling Green
24.21(b)
24.21(b)
24.21(a)
24.21(j)

Brush grass prior to mowing
Mow grass – High quality – Pedestrian mower
Irrigate
Scarify

9

1600
1600
1600
1600

24.21(g)
24.2(b)
24.21(f)

Spike
Roll
Apply fertiliser

12
6
1

1600
1600
1600

M2
M2
M2

Jan, Feb, Mar (weekly)
April – Oct (3 x weekly) / 1 x Dec
As necessary
April June July August
September/weekly
July August September / weekly
June to September / weekly
April

24.21(i)
24.21(h)
24.21(k)

Over seed thin areas and top dress
Apply fungicide
Hollow tine

1
2
1

10
1600
1600

M2
M2
M2

April
Feb, March
October

24.21(i)
24.21(l)
24.21(l)
24.21(h)
24.21(i)

Overseed
Top dress
Slit tine
Check for fungal attack
Renovate worn areas
Grass – Cricket Square (allow for 2)
Grass cutting – Summer

1
1
4
104

1600
1600
1600
1600
1600

M2
M2
M2
M2
M2

October
October
Dec Jan Feb Mar
Twice weekly
May – Sept As necessary

72

800

M2

April to Sept – 3 times a week

800
800
800
800
350
800
800
800
800
800

2

Weekly as required
April to Sept – 2 times a week
As required
April and June
As required
April
April – Sept (Monthly)
Nov Dec Jan Feb
As necessary
October – November

24.21.b
24.21.b
24.21.b
24.2.1.h
24.2.1.f
24.2.1(i)
24.2.1(l)
24.2.1(g)
24.2.1(n)
24.2.1(a)
24.2.1(j)

Grass cutting – Winter
Roll
Apply pesticide, herbicide, fungicide
Apply fertiliser – Spring and Summer
Overseed
Top dress
Spiking – summer
Eradicate worm casts – winter
Irrigate
Scarify at end of season

24
48
3
2
1
1
6
5
1
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M
M2
M2
M2
M2
M2
M2
M2
M2
M2

Weekly Supervisor/Manager/Self
Check Initial with Date

Task
code

Description

Frequency

Indicative
Quantities

Unit

Notes

365

20

No

Daily before 8am and as required

365
365
365
365

50
80

No
M2

365

73

M2
No.

Daily before 8am and as required
Daily before 8am and as required
Daily
Daily
Within 48 hours
Remove and repair if necessary

365

73

No.

As necessary

Weekly Supervisor/Manager/Self
Check Initial with Date

General
33.7
33.7
46.1
46.1
33.1
33.13
38.3

Empty dog bins and replace liner
Empty litter bins and replace liner
Clear dog area sand and rake level
Check all areas for dog faeces and remove
Clear bread and excess animal foodstuffs
Remove graffiti
Inspect benches

38.1

Scrub down and clean benches

38.2

Treat with wood preservative

44.1

33.12
33.7
33.7

2

Inspect fences and gates
Inspect and clean depot, toilets
Clean public toilets

52
365
365

Clean outside notice boards
Replace dog bins
Replace litter bins

365

Every 6 months
3
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No.
No.

Repair as necessary
Daily
Daily and as necessary following
regular inspections
Daily
As necessary
As necessary

Benches are teak oiled on a 3 to 4
year cycle with repairs undertaken
as and when required

Appendix N- PRG Revenue Out turn- 2005/06
PRG Revenue Out turn- 2005-06
(1/4/05- 31/3/07)
(£)
Contractor Out turn
Contractor Income
Total Income

496,088

Contractor Costs
Total Payroll
Utilities
Supplies & Services
R&M and Grounds Maintenance
Total Costs

256,188
43,663
310,522
218,916
829,289

Client Out turn
Client Income
Rental Income

10,196

Client Costs
Contractor Management Fee
Client Operational Costs
Client Staffing
Departmental Staffing
Csi
Central Support Costs
Total Costs

511,415
171,269
32,343
37,904
4,464
13,602
770,997
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Appendix O- Judges Feedback Report for 2007/08

Paddington Recreation Ground
London Borough of Westminster
Green Flag Award 2007/2008
Bandscores
Desk
Assessment
Field
Assessment
Overall score

0-9

10-14

15-19

20-24

25-30

20-29

30-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

60-64

65-70

30-44

45-54

55-59

60-65

66-69

70-74

75-79

80+

Status - Pass
Overall band score 66-69
Desk Assessment Feedback
Band score 20-24
Assessment
Criteria
Presentation of
management
plan

Strengths

Recommendations

Concise, well laid out and illustrated.
Supportive documents are well chosen, with
comprehensive summaries as appendices.

Clarify the status of the Action Plan in
relation to the Open Spaces Strategy. With
annual updating in place, include the most
recent reports – e.g. playground annual
inspection report.
The chart on p.25 of
management/maintenance staff structure
is a helpful start, but all Management
Structure Diagrams would be even more
helpful if names/ tel. nos. of key staff
were attached, as WCC supports direct
contact with park users. Consistent page
numbering to include ‘attachments’
would be user-friendly. The link
between strategic guidance and action
plans still needs to be stronger – e.g. a
summary of WCC Open Space Strategy
linked into the management plan
objectives and then Action Plans.
Similarly some cross-referencing
between WCC Environment Policy/
BAP/ Action Plan would helpful, and so
on. Map 3 zones no longer seem to be
linked into the text.
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Assessment
Criteria
Health, safety
and security

Strengths

Recommendations

Commendable guidance in H&S section re.
regular foot patrolling by staff. Daily
inspections of the park, including play
equipment, with apparent immediate
response to hazards. CCTV network which
is monitored and actively used to assist
management

Clarify content of proposed new signage: e.g.
contacts in case of incidents: patrol staff?
Police? Outline approved training procedures
for staff making daily playground
inspections. Indicate programme for future
works recommended by the DDA audit.
Status of bye-laws
is unclear. Still scanty information on
vandalism and co-operation with the local
police and Westminster street wardens

Maintenance
of equipment,
buildings and
landscape

The action plan is comprehensive and clear
to follow. Staff skill levels are specified.
Contractor’s Maintenance Inspections are
outlined and actions are recorded.

More details of record keeping locations
would be helpful. Edit out discrepancies, e.g.
Bench maintenance seems to differ between
p26 and p104.

Litter,
cleanliness,
and vandalism

Strong graffiti removal policy: all within 48
hours. Daily attention to cleaning and litter
removal operations. Helpful inclusion of an
Inspection form example.

No dog policy included – e.g. on bin
provision, or prosecution policy and any
prosecution history or results of publicity.
Perhaps clarify the phrase ‘daily or as
required’.

Environmental
sustainability

The Plan recognises shortcomings and
incorporates proposals for improvements in
a phased programme, starting with compost
area and recycling bins. Good progress in
energy reduction and reduced pesticides
use.
Good awareness of the park’s historic
origins and the need to maintain continuity
of design character as new uses evolve.
Recognition of the Westminster BAP and
the need for habitat creation. Good
proposals for ongoing new planting.

Update as progress is made: e.g. local
treatment of green waste. Stronger push on
peat reduction: as before, we recommend
tracking best practice within ongoing industry
trials.

Community
involvement

Apparent regular user and non-user surveys.
Reaction to changing demand levels with
adaptation of sports pitch provision.
Attendance at Area Forums. Well used by
local schools. Good to hear that a
community network or ‘Friends Group’
planned.

Let down by lack of feedback evidence from
the area forums and the various user surveys:
no examples or statistics given. Include
reasoning for slow progress on the creation of
a Friends Group or similar group on such a
well-used site. No details given of actions
proposed after Access Audit & Equality
Impact Assessment.

Marketing

Website updated. Reviewing action needed
to encourage broader participation.
Proposals for improved signage at
entrances.

Need to clarify ‘further development of the
marketing strategy’. No examples are given
in the Plan. Include copy of a Newsletter and
distribution details. Still little evidence of
park leaflets, yearly events programme (e.g.
2006 or 2007 Calendar of Events), publicity
and interpretative material.

Overall
management

The responsibilities of Westminster City
Council, Cannons and Vista staff are set out
and their relationships and co-ordinating
progress meetings appear to work well.
Useful summary section on monitoring.

Clarify the input of park users and how they
are supported: which groups have access to
the Management Plan? How is their feedback
and potential input handled? The charts for
management staff and maintenance staff
structure which are recommended above
would help to clearly explain the various

Conservation of
heritage
and nature
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Reword to clarify that the whole park is
within the Conservation Area and the
implications for tree protection/tighter control
on building alterations, etc. Include historic
environment interpretation
in any new signing/leaflet proposals.
Integrate environmental education proposals
into next revision of Mgt. Plan.

Assessment
Criteria

Strengths

Recommendations
responsibilities and relationship to nonprofessional users of the Paddington
Recreation Ground.

Additional
comments

The management plan should be seen to be used by everyone, the staff, the park users and
the council.
More positive evidence of interaction with a representative sample of park users (WCC and
hopefully Brent) to encourage their input into successful management of the park would
reduce any impression of Council-imposed solutions. It is good to see recognition of the
importance of non-sports areas for the majority of users, with objectives for habitat
enhancement and also for increasing the attractiveness of areas for quiet relaxation.
Discussion of more ambitious programmes in relation to budget/external grants options
would help to clarify the long-term vision. In terms of ongoing monitoring, it would be
helpful to present at least a summary of the successful outcome , or otherwise, of
Management Plan / Action Plan objectives and targets.

Field Assessment Feedback
Band score 50-54
Assessment
Criteria
A welcoming
place

Strengths

Recommendations

There have been great improvements to the
entrances with signage and planting. The
rationalisation and replacement of notice
boards and maps will make a great
difference. Later summer opening proposal
would add further to the welcoming aspects.

It would be useful to co-ordinate signage
outside the park if possible to help access for
those non-local users. ‘Welcome’ signage
would also be beneficial.

Healthy, safe
and secure

The site has a very broad range of healthy
activities for everyone. The CCTV coverage
is very good and managed well. Sightlines
are being maintained to help give a sense of
safety. Identifiable uniformed staff.

Walking routes through the borough, to
promote healthy living, could be mapped
including this site. This could be available on
the website or leaflets.

Clean and
well maintained

The Ground appeared to be very clean and
well maintained. There were recycling bins
available in key locations. The horticultural
management had significantly improved.

The site should ensure the newly planted
areas are mulched. The dead tree on the
cricket area needs to be replaced. Some of the
benches and lamp columns need to be
repaired or replaced.

Sustainability

Good to know that more greenwaste
recycling is happening on site. The
recycling bins are an improvement.
Proposals to harvest water from the building
extensions is welcomed.

Supporting the contractor to gain ISO14001
should be encouraged. Good horticultural
practices should be improved to remove use
of pesticide and peat products.

Conservation
and heritage

The proposed nature area will greatly
improve the nature conservation value of
the site and is welcomed.
The Grounds appear to be a centre for many
community activities and through the
consultation process many locals have been
actively involved in the project progress.
Visitor survey methodology seems to be
fruitful. Supportive of local teams and
changing sporting needs

The cultural and sporting heritage could be
exploited more. Proposals for interpretation
are welcomed.
Unsure as to the approach engaging local
residents who do not live in Westminster as
users of the park. How the information and
feedback from users is feed into the
management needs to be explained in the
management plan.

Community
involvement
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Assessment
Criteria
Marketing

Strengths

Recommendations

Cannons provides good activities and
marketing. The Westminster website is
useful too.

It is hoped that the branded notice boards are
well used particularly for community
activities.

Management

Overall the management of the site works
very well with different organisations
working together to improve the facilities
and visitor experience. There is a good team
of committed staff to deliver the
management plan.

The more input those working on site have in
the management plan the better the document
will become. The management plan needs to
record and review the activities taking place
on site.

Additional
comments

The grounds are a fantastic resource for the local community and beyond. It is great to see
so much investment in greenspace improvements. It has also been good to see improvement
to other areas of the grounds since 75% of users are not using the sports facilities.
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Appendix P- Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA)

Section 1 – For use in Initial Screening and Partial EQIA’s
1. Name of strategy, project or policy
Leisure Centres
Paddington Recreation Ground
Randolph Avenue, W9 1PD
Telephone: 020 7328 0993, Fax: 020 7328 7033
2. Officer completing assessment:
Sagar Barua
Role: Departmental Diversity
Co-ordinator

Contact details: x2962
Location: 10th Floor City Hall

3. What is the main purpose of the strategy / project / policy?
Westminster leisure facilities are used annually by over 3 million users,
some 2 million users at indoor sports and leisure sites and over 1 million
users at outdoor sports and leisure sites.
These facilities are managed and operated by Cannons Health and Fitness
Ltd on Westminster’s behalf under a long term partnering contract which
runs until 2014. This contract is one of the few sports and leisure contracts
in the country that provides a significant operating surplus which positively
contributes major revenue streams and capital funding to underpin other
leisure initiatives delivered within the city.
Developing and promoting Westminster’s sport and leisure policy, service
development and city-wide delivery programmes addressing the leisure,
sporting and health needs of the community.

4. List the main activities of the project / policy (for strategies list the main
policy areas):
Facilities
Paddington Recreation Ground is a 27 acre outdoor sport & recreation
facility. It has a number of wonderful quiet garden areas as well as outdoor
sports & leisure facilities, a café, an indoor gym, a modern Play facility plus
a variety of other facilities which aims to ensure there is something for
everyone. The site has been undergoing a major refurbishment and
regeneration works program since 2005 and now boasts some of the best
facilities in London. The site is also covered by over 20 CCTV cameras and
dedicated site security staff for the safety and security of the users.
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Sports offered at this recreation ground include:
•

Modern Football Pitches

•

Basketball

•

Netball

•

Badminton

•

Hockey pitches

•

Modern Cricket facilities (both Nets (floodlit)and Village Green matches)

•

Gym & Exercise classes

•

12 Modern Tennis courts (floodlit)

•

Variety of fitness classes (indoor and outdoor)

A dedicated modern Play facility is also available at this sport's centre
catering for 3-5 year olds and another beside it catering for 5-11 year olds.
This area is monitored by dedicated park security staff and by a CCTV
system.
The site also has numerous themed garden areas, maintained by qualified
gardeners and horticulturalists.
A car park is also available on site – which is free to park in after 6pm.
Opening Hours
Monday to Friday: 07.00 – 21.30
Weekends: 07.00 – 21.30 (Oct-March 07.00 to Dusk)
Gym opening times
Monday to Friday: 08.00 – 21.00
Weekends: 08.00 – 30 mins before park closes
5

Who will be the main beneficiaries of the strategy / project / policy?

The City Council and general public benefits from a well rooted, locally
accessible and affordable recreation and sporting facility.
The centre can benefit the health of the community and provides a positive
resource and opportunity for the full integration of a constantly changing and
diverse community.
6

Use the table below to indicate

(a) Where you think that the strategy / project / policy could have a negative
impact on any of the equality target groups i.e. it could disadvantage
them.
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(b) Where you think that the strategy / project / policy could have a positive
impact on any of the groups or contribute to promoting equality, equal
opportunities or improving relations within equality target groups.
Equality Groups

Positive impact
(it could benefit)

Women

High

Negative impact
(it could
disadvantage)
None – Although
more sessions
have been
requested.

Men

High

None

Asian or Asian
British people

High

Low

Black or black
British people
Chinese people
and other people
People of mixed
race
White people
(including Irish &

High

Low

The facility provides a friendly
and
non-threatening
atmosphere in it’s gym and
fitness sessions. The site is
also the venue for one of the
top Hockey league teams in
the country. The women’s
team have been particularly
successful
recently.
With
many women attending the
site, it is a less threatening
place than ordinary open park
facilities. Locally there are
many women from BME
groups, who can often be
seen using the facility. This
shows that Women of faith do
not believe there to be that
there is a barrier to them
accessing the centre.
PRG is a very popular venue
for football, due to a
combination of the modern,
recently upgraded pitches and
the
low
prices
that
Westminster
charges
its
residents.
The centre provides a wide
range of affordable sporting
facilities which are tailored to
the needs of the local
community. At present, the
majority of easily available
literature is produced in
English. The local wards
surrounding PRG have some
of
the
most
diverse
communities in Westminster.
Polling work is being carried
out to try and measure the
usage
from
our
BME
residents.
As above

High

Low

As above

High

Low

As above

High

Low

After several incidents, special
sporting
programmes
(in
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Reason

Eastern
European people)

Disabled
people

High

Low

conjunction with the local
Crime & Disorder Reduction
team (CDRT) were put on for
Albanian,
Kosovan
and
Serbian youngsters, in order
to deter them from future antisocial behaviour.
The Centre takes a positive
and mixed approach in its
provision of services for
disabled
customers.
On
arrival, the centre provides a
number of disabled access
parking bays.
The
Council
has
also
undertaken
a
significant
programme of works to
improve
the
physical
accessibility of the centres. A
further series of independent
access audits are being
undertaken to identify any
issues not yet addressed.
At present, further work is
being carried out (phase 2 of
works) to modernise the
Pavilion building. Part of the
works is to increase the
number of changing rooms
including disabled changing
and toilet facilities. A lift is also
being installed to a new
improved 2nd floor. It is hoped
that these works will be
completed by August 2008.

Lesbians, gay
men
And bisexual
people

High

None

Transgender
people

High

Low
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At present some available
literature is not produced to
DDA requirements, however
to produce timetables and
facility
literature
in
the
appropriate font size would
substantially increase the size
of the booklet. However, all
information is available on the
WCC and Cannons website.
At present, there are no
specific requirements which
have been identified or made
known to the site for this
particular
group
of
the
community.
At present, there are no
defined, changing facilities nor
are there plans to build any as
no demand for this has been

Older people (60
+),

7
1

High

None

Faith groups 1

High

None

Equal
opportunities
and/or improved
inter-group
relations other
than set out in
the sections
above

High

None

evident.
The centre takes a positive
and mixed approach in its
provision of services for
customers of the older
generation. At present there
is a partnership agreement
with user groups in accessing
their facilities. The facility is
also used regularly by those
appreciating the gardens,
playing tennis, or part of the
regular over 50’s walking
group.
Areas
for
quiet
reflection are set aside within
the grounds.
The Parks, Sports and Leisure
department
have
also
committed
to
increasing
provision for older people
across all leisure facilities as
part of the ‘Every Older
Person matters’ agenda.
There are a number of local
faith based groups who book
facilities such as football
pitches on a regular basis. We
have not had any reason to
believe that there are any
other special requirements
needed.

The centre can benefit the
health of the community
and provide a positive
resource and opportunity
for the full integration of a
constantly changing and
diverse community. Better
signage would enhance the
awareness, popularity and
inter-group diversity of the
site. Street signage is not,
however, supported by
present corporate planning
policies.

If you have indicated there is a negative impact on any group, is that impact:

Faith groups cover a wide range of groupings; the most common of which are Buddhists, Christians,
Hindus, Jews, Muslims and Sikhs. Consider faith categories individually and collectively when considering
positive and negative impacts. The categories used in the Race section are those used in the 2001
census. Consideration should be given to the needs of specific communities within the broad categories
such as Bangladeshi people and to the needs of other communities such as Turkish/Turkish Cypriot,
Greek/Greek Cypriot, Italian and Polish that do not appear as separate categories in the census.
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b)

a) Legal? (i.e. is it discriminatory under anti-discriminatory legislation)
YES
[X
]
NO
[
]
Intended?
YES
[
]
NO
[X
]
c) If there is a negative impact on any group, what is the level of that impact
HIGH
[
]
LOW [X
]
If the negative impact is possibly discriminatory and not intended and/or it is
of high impact, you must complete section two of this form. If not, complete
the rest of section one below and consider if completing section two
would be helpful in making a thorough assessment.
8a) Could you minimise or remove any negative impact that is of low
significance? Explain how:
Reasonable adjustment in the provision of written material, bearing in mind the
DDA 1995 and 2005 amendments. Current site literature showing timetabling
and information regarding classes would be greatly increased in size if the font
size were increased to meet DDA standards. Information is available on the
web, however this is a corporate issue which needs to be looked at for all sites.
We will consider how best to communicate our services to as wide a range of
the community with a focus on language barriers.
Signage is currently being overhauled in order to meet the stipulated DDA
requirements as well as modernising the site with easy to view Maps.
b) Could you improve the strategy, project or policy’s positive impact?
Explain how:
The centre is both respectful and appreciative of all its customers and their
needs. Customers who require alternative, changing facilities will be provided
with a reasonable and adequate alternative once the Pavilion is refurbished in
2008.
9. If there is no evidence that the strategy, policy or project promotes
equality, equal opportunities or improved relations – could it be
adapted so that it does? How?
All the information from evidence gathered shows that the Council does all it can
reasonably do to ensure that leisure services are provided equally to all sections of the
communities.
Consideration has been given to identifying needs, and these include increased promotion
and profiling of services such as single sex sessions, disabled access and the
encouraging work around long-term health of the community.
If you have included any suggestions in parts 8 and 9 above for limiting negative impacts or increasing positive impacts, you may then
wish to use the action plan sheet attached below to draw these actions out in more detail.
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Equality impact assessment action plan
For use if Partial EQIA is required
Please list below any actions that you plan to take as a result of this impact assessment.
Issue

Action required

Lead
officer

Timescale

Reasonable
adjustment
in the
provision of
written
material,
bearing in
mind the
DDA 1995
and 2005
amendments
.

• Standardise all

TBC

12 months

We will
consider how
best to
communicat
e our
services to
as wide a
range of the
community
with a focus
on language
barriers.

• Consult
communications
and user groups.
• Possible
Language audit of
all staff at centres
with flag next to
name badge to
represent
languages spoken.

TBC

12 months

Within existing
budget

Consider how
to Increase
awareness
from the local
diverse
population
that there is
such an
inclusive
facility on their
doorstep.

• Signage
improvements
required. At
present signage is
not appropriate
and bylaws are
written in very
small sized font.
This needs to be
addressed.
However with the
new signage the
author has
confidence that
this will help
customers to
enhance the inter
group diversity
from the
community.

TBC

12 months

Budget
available, site
signage
changes have
already
begun.

future literature at
a corporate level
from our
contractors.
• Size of booklet
may not be able to
be changed
however, the
availability of the
literature in a
larger format
would be required.
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Resource
Comments
implications
if known
Within existing
budget- this
may carry
budget
implications if
not covered in
the contractual
requirements

Attachments and Plans
Attachments
Generic Tree Management Plan
Copy Annual Inspection report for Playgrounds carried out by Eye 2 IS (formerly NPFA)
Ecological Survey of PRG by London Conservation Services Ltd
Maps
Map 1: Showing the location of Paddington Recreation Ground in relation to
Westminster.
Map 2: Showing different zones within Paddington Recreation Ground as referred to in
Project spreadsheet.
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